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1. Introduction 
During the last decade, Michigan has taken aggressive legislative actions to combat 
drunk driving. On July 11, 1991, tlhe Michigan legislature passed a set of bills designed to 
reduce the incidence of people driving while drunk or impaired. The underlying theme of 
this drunk and impaired driving pa.ckage was to ensure expedient and potent sanctions to 
those arrested for driving while drunk or impaired (see Charney, 1991, for a history and 
review of this drunk and impaired driving package). Among other things, these so-called 
swift-and-sure laws set time limits for adjudicating cases, set and/or increased minimum 
sanctions, created two new felony drunk driving crimes, set consistent licensing sanctions, 
and eliminated hardship appeals for habitual offenders. These new laws became effective 
on January 1, 1992. 
The University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI) con~ducted 
an evaluation of the impact and effectiveness of these laws during the first 2 years of 
implementation (Streff & Eby, 1994). We found that the courts were implementing the laws 
and minimum sanctions as intended, and that the laws appeared to reduce a~lcohol- 
involved traffic fatalities by as much as 25 percent. We also found that suspending, 
revoking, or denying a person's driving privileges did not seem to lead to employment loss. 
Unfortunately, the study also found that an estimated 30 to 70 percent of people with a 
suspended, revoked or denied license drove at least some of time during their sanction 
period and that this package of laws had little effect on reducing the incidence of repeat 
drunk driving. 
Heartened by the positive effects of the 1992 drunk and impaired driving laws on 
first-time drunk-driving offenders, the Michigan legislature turned its attention to reducing 
the incidence of repeat drunk driving and driving with a suspended license. On October 
16, 1998, the Michigan legislature passed a package of 20 bills to address these problems 
(see Charney, 2000 and Streff, Spradlin, & Eby, 2001 for overviews of concepts and 
components of the repeat drunk driving package). These laws define a repeat alcohol 
offender as one of the following: (1) a person with two or more alcohol-related convictions 
within 7 years; (2) a person with three or more convictions for driving with a suspended, 
revoked, or denied license within 7 years; or (3) a person with three or more alcohol-related 
convictions within the last 10 years. The package of laws, the majority of which was 
implemented on October 1, 1999, was specifically designed to aid law enforcement in 
separating the multiple-offender from his or her vehicle, to strengthen legal consequences 
for repeat alcohol offenders, and to provide uniform licensing actions and treatments. 
Specifically, the following changes and additions were made to Michigan's drunk driving 
laws: 
Mandatory minimum 1 -year use of an ignition interlock device is required for 
repeat alcohol offenders who are approved to return to the road; 
Vehicle immobilization is required for repeat offenders; 
When appropriate, vehicle forfeiture is to be applied; 
Metal license plate confiscation is required for repeat offenders; 
Vehicle registration denial for persons with three or more alcohol-related 
convictions, or four or more driving while suspendedlrevoked actions; 
Mandatory substance abuse treatment for persons convicted of a second 
alcohol-related offense; 
Creation of several new felony crimes, including: Driving While License 
Suspended Resulting in a Death or Serious Injury; Drunk Driving Resulting 
in a Death or Serious Injury in an Off Road Vehicle; and Drunk Driving Child 
Endangerment. 
In addition, lesser offenses, such as operating a vehicle while impaired, now count 
as a prior offense when classifying repeat alcohol offenders. This prevents offenders who 
plea bargain down to a lesser offense from avoiding the consequences of repeat offender 
laws over time. Furthermore, the new laws state that any combination of three 
alcohol-related offenses within 10 years would be a felony, with only one "zero-tolerance" 
(youth alcohol) conviction allowed in this combination of offenses. 
UMTRl was selected to evaluate the impact and effectiveness of Michigan's repeat 
alcohol offender package of laws. In discussions with the Michigan Department of State 
(DOS) and the Michigan Office of Highway Safety Planning (OHSP) 14 research objectives 
were defined for a 3-year evaluation. These objectives were: 
(1) Determine the amount of change from prelaw levels in the number of cr'ashes, 
and associated injuries and deaths caused by persons whose licenses are under 
suspension or revocation; 
(2) Determine the amount of change from prelaw levels in the number of crlashes, 
and associated injuries and deaths caused by persons convicted of first-time or 
second-time alcohol offenses, and repeat offenders not currently under suspension; 
(3) Determine the amount of change from prelaw levels in the number of first-time 
repeat (two-time offenders) and multiple repeat offenders; 
(4) Determine the extent to which vehicle immobilization, ignition interlock, license 
plate confiscation, and substance abuse treatment are being issued to eligible 
convicted persons; 
(5) With respect to vehicle immobilization, determine the extent to which companies 
are available to hold immobilized vehicles and to what extent immobilization orders 
are being violated; 
(6) With respect to ignition interlocks, determine the extent to which persons 
sentenced to this sanction continue to violate drinking and driving laws; 
(7) With respect to license plate confiscation, determine the extent to which persons 
sentenced to this sanction continue to violate drinking and driving laws anld their 
suspension; 
(8) With respect to substance abuse treatment, determine the extent to which 
treatment services are available to offenders and the extent to which persons 
sentenced to this sanction continue to violate drinking and driving laws; 
(9) Determine the extent to which the use of "lesser offenses" for repeat alcohol 
offenders described in the new laws changes the proportion of cases that involve 
repeat offense convictions, and whether prosecutors are charging multiple offenders 
under the multiple offender statutes; 
(1 0) Determine the extent to which new felony repeat offender, DWLS deathlinjury 
felony, and OUlUOWl child endangerment laws are charged and present trial 
results and sentences; 
(1 1) Determine the extent to which vehicle forfeiture is applied by the courts in 
sentencing; 
(12) Track the denial of vehicle registrations to the extent possible using data 
collected by the DOS; 
(1 3) Compare and contrast recidivism rates for persons receiving the various 
sentencing options; and 
(14) Determine the perceptions and knowledge of prosecuting attorneys charged 
with implementing changes with respect to the new laws, the implementation of the 
laws, and the extent to which the new laws serve their deterrent and rehabilitative 
functions. 
This report presents the data collection procedures, analyses, and results for each 
research objective separately. The following abbreviations for alcohol-related crimes will 
be used in the report: 
Name 
Minor in Possession of Alcohol 
Zero Tolerance 
Unlawful Bodily Alcohol Content 
Operated Under the lnfluence of Liquor 
Operated Under the lnfluence of a Controlled Substance 
Operated While lmpaired 
Cornbined Operated Under the lnfluence of Liquor and 
llnlawful Bodily Alcohol Content 
Driving While License Suspended, Revoked, or Denied 
Operating Under the lnfluence of Liquor and/or 
Operated While Impaired Causing Serious Injury 
Operating Under the lnfluence of liiquor and/or 
Operated While Impaired Causing Death 
Driving While License Suspendecj or Revoked 
Causing Serious lnjury 
Driving While License Suspended or Revoked 
Causing Death 
Knowingly Allowing Another to Operate While 
DWLS Causing Serious Injury 
Knowingly Allowing Another to Operate While 













2. Research Objectives 
2.1. Determine the amount of change from prelaw levels (before 10/99) in the number 
of crashes and associated injuries and deaths caused by persons whose licenses 
are under suspension or revocation. 
Methods 
A driver license suspension indicates the loss of driving privileges for an 
established period of time. The license is returned upon expiration of the suspension 
period and payment of a $1 25 reinstatement fee. Revocation indicates the permanent loss 
of driving privileges. After the miriimum period of revocation, usually 1 year to 5 years, 
drivers may re-apply for a license and try to prove they will be safe drivers in the future. 
The DOS may deny the license or grant a restricted license. 
DOS Master Driving Recordl (MDR) data, extracted on April 29,2002, were used in 
this analysis. The MDR data contain the complete driving history records of all Michigan 
drivers including convictions and license actions. Michigan drivers whose driver licenses 
were suspended or revoked for any period of time during each of the years1 997 to 2001, 
were identified from the MDR conviction data set. Crash data were obtained from the 
Michigan Vehicle Crash Data file, the primary source of police-reported crash information 
in Michigan. This file contained complete crash records through 2001. Driver license 
numbers of these drivers were corripared against the license numbers of drivers inivolved 
in crashes recorded in the Michigan Vehicle Crash Data files for years 1997 - 200'1. This 
identified the subset of drivers who had been involved in crashes during the study years. 
It should be noted that crash involvement does not necessarily mean that the driver caused 
the crash. Drivers in the crash data set may have caused the crash, may have contributed 
to the cause, or may have been innlocent victims. Assigning fault for crashes founcl in the 
Michigan Vehicle Crash Data files is difficult and can easily lead to inaccuracies. 
Therefore, all crashes, regardless of fault, are included in these analyses. 
Because a driver may be involved in a crash when his or her driver's licen,, (*e was 
neither suspended nor revoked, th~e actual periods of license suspension or revocation 
were identified for each crash-involved driver and only those crashes that occurred during 
the time that the license was actually under suspension or revocation were retained for 
analysis. The resulting list contained all the crashes involving drivers with suspended or 
revoked licenses. The list is a census (rather than a sample) of all Michigan crashes 
involving drivers that were under driver license suspension and revocation, allowing a direct 
comparison of the number of crashes that occurred in the 2 years before implementation 
of the repeat offender laws (1 997-1 998) with crashes that occurred in the 2 years after 
implementation (2000-2001 ). 
Results 
Table 1 shows the number of Michigan drivers who had their license suspended or 
revoked for at least some portion of the year for the years 1997 - 2001. The table also 
shows the number of crashes in which these drivers were involved during the time that their 
licenses were actually suspended or revoked and the number of injuries and fatalities 
resulting from these crashes. 
As shown in Table 1, the number of persons with suspended or revoked licenses 
increased annually between 1997 and 2001. Although the number of crashes was the 
lowest for 1999, the year that the law was passed, there is no identifiable trend in the 
number of crashes involving drivers with suspended or revoked licenses. There does 
appear to be a small downward trend in the number of injuries over the 5-year period. The 
number of fatalities per year is small, and no yearly trend is evident. The lack of a trend 
is not unusual because the overall numbers are small and can be affected by multiple 
deaths in a small number of crashes. 
Because of the large difference in the number of drivers with a suspended or 
revoked licenses each year, Table 2 presents the rates of crashes, injuries, and fatalities 
by the number of drivers with suslpended or revoked licenses, These data show !:hat the 
crash rate per driver decreased over the 5-year period. The largest decrease in the rate 
coiricides with the year that the lavv was implemented (1 999). There was also a decrease 
in the injury rate, with the largest decrease again found for 1999. There was no clear 
pattern in the fatality rate, probably for the reasons previously discussed. 
In order to get a better idea of the change in crash and crash-related injury 
frequency before and after implementation of the repeat offender law, Table 3 presents the 
combined crash, injury, and fatality rates for the 2 years before implementation (prelaw; 
1997 and 1998) and the 2 years after (postlaw; 2000 and 2001). This table also shows the 
difference in rates and percentage reduction in rates between the prelaw and postlaw 
periods for crashes, injuries, and fatalities. As can be seen, large reductions in the postlaw 
period were found in the number of crashes, injuries, and fatalities involving drivers with 
a suspended or revoked license. 























2.2. Determine the amount of change from prelaw levels (before 10199) in the number 
of crashes and associated injuries and deaths caused by persons convicted of a 
first-time or second-time alcohol offense, and repeat offenders not currently under 
suspension. 
Met hods 
DOS MDR data, extracted on April 29,2002, and Michigan Vehicle Crash Data files 
for years 1997 to 2001 were used in this analysis. Driver license numbers of drivers who 
had been convicted of an alcohol offense at least once from January 1, 1997 through 
December 31,2001 were identified from the Conviction Data Set of the MDR. The driver 
license numbers of these drivers were compared against the license numbers of drivers 
who were involved in crashes recorded in the Michigan Vehicle Crash Data. Only drivers 
who were involved in a crash during the study time period (calendar years 1997 to 2001) 
were retained for further analysis. As discussed previously, crash involvement does not 
necessarily imply crash causation. Assigning fault for crashes found in the Michigan 
Vehicle Crash Data files is difficult and inaccurate. Therefore, all crashes, regardless of 
fault, are included in these analyses, 
The conviction history of each crash-involved driver was examined to determine if 
the driver started the year 1997 with zero, one, or two-or-more previous alcohol-related 
convictions on his or her record. The driver's record was then followed through the end of 
2001 to denote his or her transition from one alcohol-related conviction status to another 
(i.e., from zero to one conviction, from one to two convictions, and so on). This defined the 
time intervals within the study time period when the driver was a first-time alcohol offender 
or a repeat alcohol offender. The time periods when the driver's license was suspended 
or revoked were also noted for each driver. Each crash was then classified by the driver's 
repeat offender status at the time of the crash. The number of crashes, injuries, and 
fatalities for first offenders and repeat offenders were tabulated for each year and then 
compared. 
Results 
The number of Michigan drivers convicted of ar 3lcohol-related offense by year is 
shown in Table 4. The overall number of drivers with previous alcohol-related convictions 
who were involved in crashes appears to be roughly constant between 1997 and 1999. 
Whether the lower number of crash involved drivers in 2000 and 2001 is pa.rt of a 
downward trend cannot be determined accurately without more years of data. 
Table 4: Number of Crash-Involved Drivers 
with at Least One Previous Alcohol-Related 
Offense (1 997 - 2001). 
Table 5 shows the number sf crashes involving these drivers with previous alcohol 
convictions as a function of the number of previous alcohol convictions at the time of the 
crash. Percentages of the total are also included. Overall, the number of crashes 
remained relatively constant over the 5-year period. However, there was a decrease in the 
proportion of crashes involving drivers with two or more previous alcohol-related 
convictions. Table 6 shows the combined results for the 2 years prior to impleme~ntation 
of the repeat offender law (prelaw; 1997-1998) and the 2 years after impleme~itation 
(postlaw; 2000-2001). As can be seen, the number of crashes involving drivers with one 
previous alcohol-related convictior~ decreased only slightly while crashes involving repeat 
alcohol offenders decreased greatly. 
Table 5: Number of Crashes Involving Drivers with Previous Alcohol-Related 
Convictions by Number of Convictions (1997-2001). 
Number of previous alcohol- 
related convictions 
One 





































Table 7 shows the number of injuries resulting from crashes involving drivers with 
previous alcohol-related convictions at the time of the crash by year and number of 
previous alcohol-related convictions. The total number of injuries decreased each year. 
The study also revealed a slight decline in the percentage of crash-related injuries involving 
repeat alcohol offenders, although in 2001, the percentage slightly increased. Table 8 
shows the combined results for the 2 years prior to implementation of the repeat offender 
law (prelaw) and the after implementation (postlaw), in order to compare injuries between 
these periods. There was a considerable decrease in the numbers of crash-related injuries 
involving drivers with one or two-or-more past alcohol convictions. 
Table 6: Number of Crashes Before and After Law Change lnvolving Drivers 
with Previous Alcohol-Related Convictions by Number of Convictions 
Number of previous 
alcohol-related convictions 
One 
Two or more 
Total 
wo or more 
Table 7: Number of Injuries from Crashes Involving Drivers with Previous 





Number of previous 
alcohol-related convictions 
One 



















































Table 9 shows the numbers of fatalities resulting from the crashes involving drivers 
witti previous alcohol-related convictions at the time of the crash by year and nurnber of 
previous alcohol convictions. As can be seen in this table, overall there were very few fatal 
injuries involving drivers with previous alcohol convictions, either before or after 
implementation of the repeat offender law. As such, little can be said about the effects of 
the repeat offender legislation on crash fatalities involving repeat alcohol offenders. 
In order to more closely examine crash involvement of drivers who are repeat 
alcohol offenders, we investigated the records of people who, at the time of their crash, 
had two or more alcohol-related convictions and no current restriction on their driving 
record. The results for crashes, injuries, and fatalities by year are shown in Table 10, Also 
shown in this table are the percentages of all crashes involving drivers with two or more 
previous alcohol-related convictions. The numbers by year show no consistent trends for 
crashes, injuries, or fatalities. However, the proportions of crashes and injuries in\rolving 
repeat offenders with valid driving privileges, relative to all crashes and injuries in\/olving 
repeat offenders, has increased greatly since 1999. Conversely, the proportion of crashes 
and injuries involving repeat offenders currently under suspension or revocation has 
decreased. Thus, it appears that the repeat offender law has been effective in reducing 
the crashes and injuries caused by repeat alcohol offenders driving with invalid lict, =rises. 
Table 9: Number of Fatalities from Crashes Involving Drivers with Previous 









































Table 10: Number of Crashes, Injuries, and Fatalities by 
Involving Drivers with Two or More Previous Alcohol-Related Convictions and 
Whose License was Not Suspended/Revoked at Time of Crash. 
* Percent of crashes involving all drivers with two-or-more alcohol convictions. 
# Percent of crash-related injuries involving all drivers with two-or-more alcohol convictions. 







































2.3. Determine the amount of change from prelaw levels (before 10199) in the 
number of first-time repeat (two-time offenders) and multiple repeat offendeirs. 
Methods 
The following analyses were conducted separately for alcohol offenses and 
suspended license violations. Itelms from the MDR Conviction Data Set and Action Data 
Set were used in these analyses. Offenses to be included as alcohol offenses were 
identified using the Offense Code Index for Traffic Violations and the guidelines specified 
in the Driver License Appeals Practice Manual. Accordingly, the following offenses were 
considered ,to be alcohol offenses: OUIUUBACIOUID - §625(1) (offense codes; 1000, 
101 0, 1020, 1 100, 1 1 10); OW1 - $625(3) (offense codes 1200, 121 0, 1220); OUlL/OWl 
Deathllnjury - §625(4) & (5) (offense codes 1030, 1035, 1 120, 1040, 1 130); Zero Tol - 
§625(6) (offense code 1240); Child Endangerment - §625(7) (offense code 1 150); -04 CDL 
- §625m(1) (offense code 1230). 
Five alcohol offense conviction working files were created--one for each calendar 
year: 1997, 1998, 1999,2000, and 2001. Convictions were identified using the Cor~viction 
Data Set in the MDR. Initially, each working file included all records with a conviction date 
within the calendar year. The records of cases that were dismissed, acquitted, or not 
prosecuted were deleted from the working files. Per the MDR Standard Action IVlanual, 
records marked as a bond forfeiture were also deleted from the working files, resulting in 
working files that contained only records of convicted cases. According to MCL 2517.625, 
multiple driving offenses from the same incident are counted as one offense when 
determining how many alcohol convictions an individual has. As described in the Standard 
Action Manual, when multiple records were present for a driver, those records with a 
common arrest date and court code were considered to be from the same incident and one 
record from each was retained in the working file to count the number of prior off(, =rises. 
The final working files consisted of one record for each alcohol offense conviction during 
the year. Great care was taken to ensure that multiple records from the same incident 
were not mistakenly counted as separate convictions even after these correction!; were 
made. The conviction and action records associated with each conviction were examined 
for a 10 percent random sample from each working file to determine if each conviction 
being treated as unique was indeed so. We found each sample to be accurate. Further, 
arrest and conviction frequency counts were compared to corresponding figures released 
in the Drunk Driving Audit and in DOS press releases and were found to be consistent. 
In order to identify the convictions that were either a driver's second alcohol offense 
or a third-plus alcohol offense, the number of each driver's prior alcohol offenses was 
counted. Again, five working files, one for each year, were created for analysis. Each 
record in each of the these working files was then merged with the Conviction Data Set to 
obtain all previous alcohol offense conviction records with a conviction date that was earlier 
than the date of the record. If drivers had multiple convictions in a calendar year, this 
merge step was completed for each conviction to allow a conviction number to be 
generated for each conviction. Again, dismissed, acquitted, nonprosecuted, bond forfeited, 
and multiple records for the same incident were deleted, which resulted in working files that 
contained one record for each incident resulting from an alcohol-offense conviction. 
Michigan's repeat offender laws specify a time-frame during which prior alcohol 
convictions may be counted toward repeat offender status: two or more convictions within 
7 years; or, three or more convictions within 10 years. To remain consistent with the 
legislation, the same time frames were used in this analysis. 'Three counts were generated 
for each conviction record in each working file: 1) all alcohol convictions; 2) convictions 
within 7 years of the conviction date; and, 3) convictions within 10 years of the conviction 
date. The original conviction was included in each count. Finally, as stated in MCL 
257.625, only one zero tolerance offense (code 1240) was counted toward repeat offender 
status. 
From each of the five working files, counts were generated for the number of two- 
time offenders (two convictions in the past 7 years and fewer than three convictions in the 
past 10 years) and three-plus offenders (three-or-more convictions in the past 10 years). 
The numbers of two-time and three-plus convictions were both divided by the number of 
convictions to get conviction rates for both repeat offender levels. Those rates were 
compared across the 5 years. 
The procedures described above were repeated to examine suspended license 
violations with the following exceptions: the repeat offender laws only consider prior 
convictions within the past 7 years for suspended license violations, therefore, a count was 
not generated for convictions within the past 10 years; and, due to time constraints and the 
larger size of the suspended license convictions working file, a 5 percent random sample 
of conviction and action records was examined to determine if multiple records f~rom the 
sarne incident were being mistak;enly counted as separate convictions. We found the 
working file to be accurate. 
Offenses to be included as suspended license violations were identified using the 
Offense Code Index for Traffic Violations and the guidelines specified in the Driver License 
Appeals Practice Manual, The following offenses were considered to be susloended 
license offenses: DWLS - §904(1) (offense codes 3200, 321 0, 3230); §904(a) ((offense 
code 301 0); DWLS Causing Death - §904(4) (offense code 3235); DWLS Causing Serious 
Injury - §904(5) (offense code 3245). 
Results 
Table 11 shows the total number of alcohol-related offenders, the number of two- 
time offenders, and three-plus offenders by calendar year. Also shown in this table are the 
proportion of the yearly number of offenders accounted for by the two-time, three-plus 
offenders, and all repeat offender!;. Considering the counts within each category across 
the years, we found a decrease in all counts after 1999. However, when the proportions 
of repeat offenders relative to the total number of offenders were examined, we fouind that 
there was no difference in the proportions of two-time offenders by year, and i3 slight 
decrease in the proportions of three-plus offenders and all repeat-alcohol offenders after 
1999. Comparison between the prrelaw and postlaw years (Table 1 1 a) revealed that the 
number of all alcohol convictions decreased by about 2.5 percent. The number of two-plus 
alcohol offenders decreased by nearly 5 percent, while the number of three-plus offenders 
decreased by about 18 percent. Combining two-plus and three-plus offenders, we found 
about a 10 percent decrease in repeat alcohol convictions, 
Table 12 shows the total number of DWLS offenders and the number of repeat 
DWLS offenders by calendar year. Also shown in this table are the proportions of the 
yearly number of offenders accounted for by repeat DWLS offenders, Considering the 
counts within each category across the years, we found a substantial decrease in all 
counts after 1999. However, when the proportions of repeat DWLS offenders relative to 
the total number of DWLS offenders were examined, we found that there was no 
difference. Comparison between the prelaw and postlaw years (Table 12a) revealed that 
the number of all DWLS convictions increased by about 2 percent. 
Table 11: Number of Offenders, Two-Time Offenders, Three-Plus Offenders, 
and All Repeat Offenders by Calendar Year and the Proportions of the Total. 
Category 
Number of offenders 
Two-time offenders 
Offenders 
All repeat offenders 
Table 12: Number of DWLS Offenders, Repeat DWLS Offenders, and 
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Table 12a: Comparison Between Prelaw and Postlaw Years on Number, and 
Percent Change in the Number of DWLS Offenders and All Repeat DWLS 
Offenders. 
I! Category I Prelaw I Postlaw I Difference I % Change 11 
11 Number of offenders 1 182,659 1 157.475 1 -25,184 1 -13.8% 11 
11 All repeat DWLS offenders 1 52.009 1 53,086 1 1,077 I 
2.4. Determine the extent to which specific sanctions (vehicle immobilization, license 
plate confiscation, ignition interlock, and substance abuse treatment) are being 
issued to eligible convicted persons. 
Methods 
The Conviction Data Set and Action Data Set of the DOS MDR and the Plate 
Confiscation Entries of the Repeat Offender Database were used to complete this 
objective. The Repeat Offender Database is maintained by the DOS and includes data 
related to sanctions created by the new repeat offender law. The extent to which vehicle 
immobilization, and license plate confiscation were issued to eligible drivers was examined. 
Ignition interlocks were also considered, but the DOS data were incomplete and this 
sanction could not be investigated. The use of substance abuse treatment could not be 
examined because sufficient data were not available in the driving records. 
Vehicle immobilization may be ordered for any alcohol offense conviction other than 
zero tolerance. A working file was created using the Conviction Data Set and included 
records for all alcohol offense convictions, excluding zero tolerance (offense codes 1000, 
1010,1020, 1100,1110,1200, 1210,1220,1030,1035,1120,1040,1130,1150, 1230) 
resulting from an arrest on or after October 1, 1999. The working file was merged with the 
Repeat Offender Database and records were matched by driver license number and arrest 
date. Cases in which vehicle immobilization was ordered were counted. 
Vehicle immobilization may also be ordered for any second or greater DWLS 
conviction (offense codes 3200,321 0,3230,301 0,3235,3245). Similar procedures were 
used to determine how many suspension violators were eligible for vehicle immobilization 
and how many received this order. 
Metal license plates may be confiscated at the time of arrest for any alcohol offense 
arrest other than Zero Tol, that is the driver's second or more arrest. Using the same 
conviction counting procedure described in Section 2.3, the number of prior alcohol offense 
convictions were counted for each arrest in the working file. Records from the working file 
that represented a second or greater alcohol offense arrest were eligible for license plate 
confiscation at the time of arrest. Those records were merged with the Repeat Offender 
Database and matched by driver license number and arrest date. A record in Repeat 
Offender Database with an arrest date matching the arrest date in the working file indicated 
that a license plate was confiscated because of the arrest in the working file. 
License plates may also be confiscated for a third or greater DWLS  violation^ arrest. 
The same procedures as describeid previously were used to determine how many DWLS 
violators were eligible for license plate confiscation and how many experienced this action. 
Results 
Table 13 shows, for each repeat offender sanction, the number of cases eligible for 
receiving the particular sanction, the number of people who received the sanction, and the 
percent of eligible cases in which the sanction was applied. Vehicle immobilizatilon was 
ordered in less than 6 percent of all eligible cases. License plate confiscation was ;applied 
in nearly one-half of eligible alcohol-related cases and about 15 percent of DWLS cases. 
Table 13: Number of Eligible Cases, Number of People, and the Percent of Eligible 
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License Plate Confiscation 
Alcohol-related 37,397 16,977 45.4 
DWLS-related 43,643 6,592 '1 5.1 








2.5. With respect to vehicle immobilization, determine the extent to which companies 
are available to hold immobilized vehicles and to what extent immobilization orders 
are being violated. 
When the project was devised, this objective was to be investigated utilizing 
questions on surveys of various groups impacted by the new repeat alcohol offender laws. 
However, prior to survey administration, the Michigan legislature required many Michigan 
departments to trim their budgets. The Michigan Office of Highway Safety Planning and 
the Michigan Department of State decided to cut all surveys on this project, except for the 
prosecuting attorney survey. Consequently, this objective could not be investigated. 
2.6. With respect to ignition interlocks, determine the extent to which persons 
sentenced to this sanction continue to violate drinking and driving laws. 
Methods 
Driver's license restrictions requiring ignition interlock device use were identified 
using the Action Dataset in the MDR. Each record for a license action may includle up to 
eight reasons (act-reason) for that action. Four act-reason codes refer to ignition ir~terlock 
devices: 
DL "May only operate vehicle equipped with interlock device, may drive to and from 
calibration, original action to be reinstated upon violation" 
DN "Ignition interlock required for 1 year from date of restriction" 
DO "lgnition interlock extended thru: [some time period]" 
46 "May only operate vehicle equipped with interlock device, violation of ini:erlock, 
original action to be reinstated" 
Action records that containled at least one of those four codes, had an action- 
origination-date on or after October 1, 1999, had an action-start-date on or after October 
1, 1999, and were posted before December 25, 2001, were included in the analysis 
(n=8,566 records). Those records, along with records in the Conviction Dataset of the 
MDR were used to answer the following questions: 
• How many drivers were arrested for an alcohol offense at any time after the start of 
a first ignition interlock device restriction (including after the restriction had ended 
or during subsequent ignition interlock device restrictions)? 
• How many drivers were arrested for an alcohol offense during an ignition interlock 
device restriction? 
To answer the first question, the 8,566 action records with an ignition in'terlock 
device restriction were sorted by driver license number and action-start-date, The record 
with the earliest action-start-date for each driver was retained (n=5,677). Therefore, the 
working file contained one record for each driver and included the starting date of their 
earliest ignition interlock device res'triction. Alcohol offenses (offense codes 1000, 101 0, 
1020,1100, 11 10,1200,121 0,1220,l 030, 1035, l l  20, 1040, 11 30,1240, l l  50, 1230) 
with an arrest date on or after the action-start date were added to this file. Two frequency 
counts were obtained: 1) the number of drivers with an arrest for an alcohol offense after 
the start of a first ignition interlock device restriction; and, 2) the number of alcohol offense 
arrests per driver. 
To answer the second question, the alcohol offense arrest date (n=93) was 
compared to the action-start-date, action-end-date, and action-lifted-date of all ignition 
interlock device restrictions for that driver. For 89 of these records, the action-end-dates 
and action-lifted-dates were coded as zero, indicating that the interlock restriction was 
indefinite. Two frequency counts were obtained: 1) the number of drivers with an arrest for 
an alcohol offense during an ignition interlock device restriction; and, 2) the number of 
alcohol offense arrests per driver during the restriction period. 
Results 
Between October 1, 1999 and December 31, 2001 there were a total of 5,677 
drivers with an ignition-interlock-device restriction. We found 93 alcohol-related arrest 
records after the start of the ignition-interlock restriction, for a total of 88 drivers (1.6 
percent of drivers with an ignition-interlock restriction). Of these 88 drivers, 84 had one 
arrest, three had two arrests, and one had three arrests. Since the majority of drivers with 
alcohol-related arrests had no restriction end date or lift date on their record (indicating an 
indefinite restriction period, most (87 drivers) were arrested during the ignition-interlock- 
restriction period. 
2.7. With respect to 
persons sentenced to 
their suspension. 
license plate confiscation, determine the extent to which 
this sanction continue to violate drinking and driving laws and 
Methods 
The analyses investigated the extent to which drivers continued to violate alcohol 
laws and their driving-suspension sanctions. Drivers with a license plate confiscation were 
identified using the Repeat Offender Dataset pertaining to license plate confiscation. 
There were 32,386 records in the repeat offender data set that had a valid driver license 
number. License plate confiscal:ion occurs at the time of arrest; therefore the driver 
license number and the confiscation-date were retained from this data file. License plate 
confiscation records with a confiscation-date on or after October 1, 1999 and before 
January 1,2002, and a record post-date before December 31,2001, were included in this 
analysis (n=30,958). An alcohol offense or suspension violation occurring after the date 
of a first license plate confiscation was considered to be a continued violation. The license 
plate confiscation records were sorted by driver license number and confiscation-date. 
One record containing the earliest confiscation-date was retained for each driver 
(n=28,507). 
Records for alcohol offense arrests (offense codes 1000, 101 0, 1020, 1 100, 1 1 10, 
1200, 121 0, 1220, 1030, 1035, 1 120, 1040,1130,1240, 1 150, 1230) were added to the 
working file from the Conviction Dataset of the MDR. Alcohol offense arrest dates 
occurring after the confiscation-dates were retained in the working file (n=2,075)!. Two 
frequency counts were obtained: 1) the number of drivers with an alcohol offense! arrest 
after having a license plate confiscated; and, 2) the number of alcohol arrests following a 
first license plate confiscation for t~hose who continued to violate drinking driving laws. 
Records for suspension violation arrests (offense codes 301 0, 3200, 321 0, 3230, 
3235, 3245) were added to the working file from the Conviction Dataset. Suspension 
violation arrest dates occurring after the confiscation-date were retained in the work:ing file 
(n=5,495). Two frequency counts were obtained: 1) the number of drivers with a 
suspension violation arrest after having a license plate confiscated; and, 2) the number of 
suspension violation arrests following a first license plate confiscation. 
Results 
Between October 1, 1999 and December 31, 2001, there were a total of 28,507 
drivers who had their license plates confiscated. There were 2,075 alcohol-related arrests 
after the plate confiscation date, for a total of 1,894 drivers (6.6 percent of all drivers with 
a license plate confiscation). Of these drivers, 1,726 had one alcohol arrest; 155 had two 
arrests; and 13 had three arrests. We also found a total of 5,495 suspension-violation- 
arrest records, for a total of 4,003 drivers (14.0 percent of all drivers with a license plate 
confiscation). Of these drivers, 2,979 had one suspension-violation arrest; 71 9 had two 
arrests, 209 had three arrests; 58 had four arrests; 22 had five arrests; and 19 had six or 
more suspension-violation arrests. 
2.8. With respect to substance! abuse treatment, determine the extent to which 
lrsons treatment services are available to offenders and the extent to which pc, 
sentenced to this sanction continue to violate drinking and driving laws. 
Methods and Results 
As part of the repeat offender package, substance abuse treatment is mandatory 
for a second or greater alcohol offense conviction. In order to address this issue, we first 
investigated the DOS MDR. We found that the Repeat Offender Datasets did not contain 
any information regarding substance abuse treatment. Only two items in the state driver 
history records, both in the Actiori Data Set, indicate alcohol treatment referrals: 1) an 
action reason code of "AK (referral to a specific alcohol treatment program), and 2) 
positions 7-8 in the G-Field which contain 2-digit alcohol referral codes. The codes 
represent specific programs to which drivers may be referred to (e.g., Alcoholics 
Anonymous). 
Action records with an occ:urrence date on or after October 1,1999 and before 
January I ,  2002 were included in this analysis. Only 646 records in the Action Dataset 
contained an action reason code of "AK and only 625 records contained a valid treatment 
referral code in the G-Field. According to 2000 and 2001 records in the Con~viction 
Dataset, approximately 32,000 drivers should have been sentenced to substance abuse 
treatment for alcohol offense convictions (offense codes 1000, 101 0, 1020, 1 100, 1 1 10, 
1200,121 0,1220,1030,1035,1120,1040,1130,1240,1150,1230) during those 2 years 
alone. The Repeat Offender Dataset and the MDR do not appear to contain the 
appropriate data to complete the analysis for this objective. 
As a different way to investigate this objective, we reviewed and present findings 
from a study authored by the Michigan Public Health Institute (MPHI, undated), entitled, 
"Challenges of Reducing Drunk Driving Recidivism." This report, the product of a11 inter- 
agency workgroup on drunk driving recidivism, was coordinated by OHSP which identified 
specific goals. The MPHI report summarized information collected via a literature review, 
a survey of judges and probation officers in Michigan, and in-depth profiles of selected 
treatment programs in Michigan in order to meet the workgroup goals. 
The study surveyed judges and probation officers in Michigan regarding programs 
utilized for drinking drivers, and conducted in-depth profiles on nine treatment programs 
in the state. Survey respondents identified over 400 different programs. These are often 
coordinated with, and sometimes replace other traditional sanctions such as jail and 
probation. The programs vary widely, and range from long-term inpatient residential 
facilities to victim impact panels, weekend programs, and traditional counseling. 
The interagency workgroup selected nine out of the more than 400 treatment 
programs identified in the survey to be profiled in detail by MPHI. They included two 
residential, three outpatient, one prevention, and three probation programs. Each selected 
program included education components, recognized that relapse is part of the treatment 
process, and encouraged or required participation in Alcoholics Anonymous meetings. 
None of them provided detoxification services, and none have been formally evaluated. 
The treatment programs selected by the workgroup covered a variety of issues in 
their approaches. Two of the programs offer culturally sensitive services. Another program 
has established working relationships with more than 60 community resources. A unique 
supervision program does extensive follow-up with clients who fail to report. A team 
approach was used in another program involving the judge, prosecutor's office, probation 
department, treatment providers, and the offender, Another program assists clients in 
developing a social support system. 
Regarding determining appropriate treatment, the survey MPHI conducted of judges 
and senior probation officers identified five factors respondents considered most when 
making treatment and sentencing decisions: prior drunk driving offenses; offender's driving 
record; results of any pre-sentence screeninglassessment; the severity of damages or 
injuries; and blood alcohol content (BAC). More than one-half of the respondents 
considered a BAC range between .I5 and .I 9 as high, and one-fifth believed a high BAC 
to be .20 or greater. Survey results suggest respondents regard BAC level as a predictor 
of recidivism, and first offenders are sentenced differently than repeat alcohol offenders. 
The most frequent sanctions in Michigan according to the survey were license 
suspension, probation, fines, and outpatient treatment or counseling. Less than one-third 
of survey participants based their recommendation on program availability within the 
community, and the extent to which services are available was not identified as 
problematic. Respondents selected programs they considered effective, even thclugh no 
program evaluations have been conducted. Components of what they perceive as the 
most effective programs included monitoring by alcohol tests, intensive supervised 
probation, support groups, mandatory jail terms, and residential treatment. 
Training or informational materials would be useful to survey respondents regarding 
effective combinations of treatment and sanctions, effective program components, and 
characteristics commonly associated with offenders at a high risk for recidivism. Overall 
perceptions of respondents regarding the extent to which current treatment and sarnctions 
are successful were consistent with findings in the literature. 
According to MPHl's survey, the most frequently reported barriers to treatmerrlt were 
the offender's unwillingness to change his or her behavior and to participate in treatment; 
the offender's lack of resources; a, lack of inpatient beds; and a lack of funding. District 
court respondents were more likely to perceive funding, staff, jail space, plea bargaining, 
and the offender's lack of resource!.-, as barriers. Circuit courts were more likely to perceive 
screening/assessment problems between arrest and sentencing as barriers. 
Evaluations of treatment programs have led to improvements in treatment over the 
years, but many evaluations conducted in the 1970s and 1980s are criticized for their lack 
of experimental controls, or for a limited range of methodologies. The outcome measure 
that identifies success or failure is usually recidivism, but this is problematic, particularly 
since the odds of arrest are small, and rearrest data are limited. 
Michigan has adopted mandatory substance abuse assessment and treatment for 
specific offenses. This requires a comprehensive legal framework for immediate follow-up 
of those offenders not in compliance. Court ordered treatment may be the only method for 
getting some offenders into treatment, as they frequently deny they have alcohol addiction 
issues, even when confronted by fiamily and friends. The alcohol prevention com~nunity 
does not view mandatory treatment or assessment as the solution to drinking and driving 
problems. In fact, there is potential that the effectiveness of certain treatment programs 
may even be jeopardized by forcing unwilling participants to attend. 
Combinations of traditional legal sanctions with some form of rehabilitation for 
underlying alcohol problems is generally associated with the lowest recidivism rates. 
Rehabilitative sentences appear to reduce recidivism likelihood more than punishment 
sentences, and the use of less formal punishment for first offenders is often the most 
effective deterrent (Taxman & Piquero, 1998). Additional interagency collaboration is 
needed to address the treatment issues of recidivist drinking drivers, and future research 
needs to consider quality methods for appropriate program evaluations. 
2.9. Determine the extent to which the use of "lesser offenses" for repeat alcohol 
offenders described in the new laws changes the proportion of cases that involve 
repeat offense convictions. Are prosecutors charging multiple offenders under the 
multiple offender statutes or are they charging these persons with first time 
offenses? 
Methods 
Specific data indicating if prosecutors charged multiple offenders under the ~nultiple 
offender statutes or with first tirne offenses are not available in the driving records. 
However, the use of "lesser offenses" can be examined using the Conviction Dataset and 
Locator Dataset in the DOS MDR. The Conviction Dataset includes information about the 
arrest and conviction of driving offenses. Several items from this data set were used in 
these analyses: driver license nurnber; the unique identifying number for the everit being 
recorded; arrest date; conviction date; original-charge; convicted-charge; and charge- 
disposition. The Locator Dataset contains data that are supplemental to other dataset 
types (Conviction, Action, etc.). For this analysis, the original offense charged was used 
from the Locator Dataset. 
Using the Conviction Dataset, a working file was created that included the  records 
for all arrests (regardless of the offense type) occurring between October 1, 1999 and 
December 31,2001, inclusive. Rc?cords with a charge-disposition indicating that the case 
was dismissed or acquitted, or there was a bond forfeiture, were deleted so that the 
working file contained only cases that resulted in conviction. 
Each record in the working file was then matched with the Locator Dataset by driver 
license number and unique identifying number. Cases with either an invalid or rnissing 
original-charge or convicted-charge were deleted from the working file. The working file 
contained all records with a valid original-charge and convicted-charge. 
The original charge was then compared to the convicted charge to determine how 
often "lesser offenses" were used. Several frequency counts for different outcomes were 
obtained: original charge equaled the convicted charge; original charge and convicted 
charge were different alcohol offenses; and, original charge was an alcohol offense but 
convicted charge was not an alcolrlol offense. 
In order to determine if the lesser offenses affected the driver's repeat offender 
status, the number of prior alcohol offenses (offense codes 1000, 101 0,1020,1100,1110, 
1200,121 0,1220,1030,1035,1120,1040,1130,1240,1150,1230) were counted using 
the same counting procedure described in Section 2.3. Per MCL 257.625, multiple driving 
offenses from the same incident were counted as one offense in the count of total alcohol 
offenses. As described in the DOS Standard Action Manual, when multiple records were 
present for a driver, those records with a common arrest date and court code were 
considered to be from the same incident and one record from each was retained in the 
working file to count the number of prior offenses. Nearly all of the lesser offense records 
(99.7%) were from unique incidents and comprised the working file. The lesser offense 
was included with the priors in the final count of alcohol offenses, For example, if a driver 
had n alcohol offenses the "lesser" offense was the nth alcohol offense. 
Results 
Of the 122,699 eligible alcohol offense cases for this analysis (either the original 
charge of the convicted charge was an alcohol offense), we found that 50,658 (41.3%) 
were convicted on the original charge. An additional 68,638 (55.9%) cases were convicted 
on a different alcohol offense, most commonly OUlL plead down to Owl. The remaining 
3,271 cases (2.7%) were convicted of a non-alcohol-related offense, usually some moving 
violation. Thus, in nearly all cases (97.2%), plea arrangements did not affect repeat 
offender status. 
We analyzed separately the 3,271 cases in which the original charge was an alcohol 
offense and the convicted charge was a non-alcohol offense to determine whether this 
outcome altered their repeat offender status. We found that for 2,252 drivers, the originally 
charged offense would have been their first alcohol offense; for 676 drivers the originally 
charged offense would have been their second alcohol offense within 7 years; and for 332 
drivers the originally charged offense would have been their third or greater alcohol offense 
within 10 years. Thus, it is clear that these plea arrangements had little effect on people's 
repeat alcohol offender status. 
2.10. Determine the extent to which new felony repeat offender, DWLS deathlinjury 
felony, and OUlUOWl child endangerment laws are charged and present trial  results 
and sentences. 
Met hods 
Part of the repeat alcohol offender package of laws included the creation of several 
new felony crimes: Driving while license suspended causing a death (DWLSIR-death); 
driving while license suspended cause an incapacitating injury (DWLSIR-Injury); knowingly 
allowing another person to drive \~h i le  suspended causing death (Knowingly DVVLSIR- 
Death); knowingly allowing another person to drive while suspended causing injury 
(Knowingly DWLSIR-Injury); endangering a child's life by driving while drunk (OUIUOWI 
child endangerment); and, three or more alcohol-related convictions within the last 10 
years (three-plus). To determine ttie extent to which these new felony offender laws were 
being charged, and to present sarrtple trial results and sentences, case studies of people 
convicted of these laws in the 2 years following implementation were conducted. 
Specific convictions for case study were selected from the MDR. The nunnber of 
DWLSIR deathlinjury felony cases was determined by analyzing the Conviction Dataset; 
specifically offense codes 3235 (DWLSIR-death) and 3245 (DW LSIR-l njury) were filtered 
from the conviction dataset. A total of seven DWLSIR-death and 11 DWLSIR-injury cases 
were identified. These 18 cases from the Conviction Dataset were merged with the MDR 
Client Dataset to provide the name, birth date, and sex of the offender as well as the court 
in which the case was adjudicated. Court records for each of the 18 cases were requested 
from the appropriate courts (see Appendix A for an example request letter). 
The number of cases in which an individual allowed another person to drive while 
suspended causing deathlinjury were filtered using offense codes 1343 (Knowingly 
DWLSIR-Death) and 1342 (Knowingly DWLSIR-Injury). No cases with these offense 
codes were found in the conviction data set and, therefore, no case studies for these 
felonies were conducted. 
The new felony OWIIOUIL child endangerment crime is only a felony wh'en the 
offender has a prior alcohol or child endangerment conviction in the last 7 years or two 
prior alcohol offenses in the last 10 years. Alcohol violation history for individuals with an 
offense code 1150 (child endangerment) in the conviction data set were looked at 
individually. Fifteen individuals were found to have at least two prior alcohol convictions 
in the last 10 years and 531 individuals with one prior alcohol violation in the last 7 years 
were identified. The Conviction Dataset comprised of these 546 individuals was then 
merged with the Client Dataset to provide information on each individual and the court in 
which the case was adjudicated. Because of the large number of cases, it was impractical 
to perform case-study analyses on all cases. Therefore, only a total of 55 OUlUOWl child 
endangerment cases were randomly sampled--all fifteen child endangerment cases with 
two priors in the last 10 years, and 40 child endangerment cases with one prior in the last 
7 years. 
The final set of felony cases to be determined were those individuals with three or 
more alcohol-related convictions within the last 10 years. A total of 17,652 cases were 
found. The eases were then merged with the Client Dataset to provide identifying 
information on each individual and the court in which the case was adjudicated. Again, it 
was impractical to gather court information on each of these cases, so a random sample 
of 40 cases was selected. 
The name, driver license number, and court in which the case was adjudicated were 
gathered for each selected case. Cases were sorted by court. For each court in which 
there was one or more cases a letter requesting all court information for the case(s) was 
sent. Within 2 weeks, all courts that had not responded were contacted by telephone. 
Data from each court was requested a minimum of three times. 
A total of 113 cases were requested and data for 95 cases were received. Of the 
18 missing cases: one was appealed, so the case was not available for the court to 
provide; one court refused to provide data on the two cases we requested from them 
based on their Chief Judge's decision; four names could not be found in the court 
computer system; and, for unknown reasons, the remaining 11 cases were not returned 
from the courts within our timeframe. The response rates by case type were: DWLSIR- 
Death (4 out of 7);  DWLSIR-Injury (10 out of 11); Child Endangerment (46 out of 55); and 
Three-plus (35 out of 40). 
A data-collection template was developed that contained all the data elements that 
we wanted to gather from each case. The court records were carefully read to obtain as 
much of the data for the template as possible. For cases in which incomplete data were 
sent, courts were recontacted in order to gather the missing data. Case study information 
from courts was enhanced by data collected from the MDR for each case. This 
information included the license status, traffic-conviction history, and crash history at the 
time of arrest, if these data were not included in the court information. 
Results 
We present each case study as a summary of similar relevant facts. If no 
information was available for an item we indicate this by stating "unknown." Driving history 
data were supplemented with data from the DOS driver history file. Criminal history was 
included only if this information was present in the court records; no independent search 




CityKownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Oakland County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Suspended 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: 2 (02/26/1 996, 07/06/2000 Each Two Vehicles) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 15 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












DWLSIR Causing Death; Failing to Stop at Scene of 
Serious PIA; Negligent Homicide 
No 
DWLSIR Causing Death; Failing to Stop at Scene of 





3 years ; work release as of 1211 212001 
Serve if indigent in lieu of court costslattorney fees 
Unknown 
Substance abuse treatment program. Complete 3R's 
questionnaire for participation, if eligible, in Oakland 
County 3R's Program 
Death as a result of victim falling off trunk of vehicle. 
Work release from jail, defendant is manager of their 





City/Township of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 







1 0109/200 1 
'Tuesday 
230  a.m. 
1 Oll71200 1 
13ismissed 10/17/2001 
Jackson 
Jackson Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: .05 (PBT) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: lJnknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: \lone 
Past Traffic Convictions: :3 
Past Criminal Convictions: lJnknown 











OUIUUBAC Zero Tol; DW LS/R 
lJnknown 
Guilty per plea, uncertain as to which specific charges. 













Cityfrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of C~nviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Eastern Michigan University Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Not licensed (never applied in any state) 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 10 
Past Criminal Convictions: 10/16/2001 MIP, with . I3 BAC 























Driving a stolen car at 45-60 mph in a 25 mph zone. 
Extensive prior police and juvenile court contacts. 
Denied for the juvenile diversion/restoration program 





CityRownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 




East China, MI 
Unknown 
28 years 




1 111 912001 
St. Clair 
Unknown 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (1 212511 998, Two Vehicles) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 11 
Past Criminal Convictions: Yes 












OUlL Causing Death; OUlL Causing Serious ln,jury 
(3 counts); DWLSIR Causing Death; DWLSIR Causing 
Serious Injury (3 counts); Habitual 2nd Offense 
No 
DWLSIR Causing Death; DWLSIR Causing Serious 





7-22 years, 16 years minimum total for these chiarges, 




Jury trial. Two vehicle crash resulting in three people 
seriously injured and one death. 
DWLSIR CAUSING SERIOUS INJURY 
ID: 
Gender: 
Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Michigan State PoliceNonesville 
Blood Alcohol Level: 167  (PBT);. 14 (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Suspended by State of Ohio; no MI License 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes, 1 vehicle 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: Two in MI. In Ohio: 1 1/24/1 999 Underage 
Consumption, Furnishing; 05/25/2001 DWl2" Offense; 
611 9/01 Underage Consumption 
Past Criminal Convictions: As a juvenile, eight misdemeanors & two felony 
convictions. Six charges not considered by guidelines. 
Jailed seven times. See offense list below. 












OUlL Causing Serious Injury; Oper No License; 
Attempted Oper DWLSIR Causing Serious Injury; 
OUlL per se 
Yes 
Attempted Oper DWLSIR Causing Serious Injury; 
OUIL 
No 
$3,100.00 plus restitution (owes $8,150.00 in Ohio) 
5 years 
Unknown 
16-30 months for DWLSIR-Injury; 
93 days for OUIL, concurrent sentences 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Pre-approved for special incarceration program. 
Complete outpatient substance abuse program. 
Probation as an adult three times, violated it each time. 
On probation to two different courts when this offense 
took place. Five county outpatient alcohol and drug 
programs completed previously. Sent to "Fresh Start" 
program 09/08/2000, unclear if completed. 
Convictions As Adult: 
05/31 11995 Aggravated Trafficking (Six months juvenile 
detention, probation until 05/31/1997, pay costs; 
06/30/1995 Unauthorized Use of a Motor Vehicle; 
07/04/1995 Criminal Mischief; 06/01/1996 Petty Theft; 
07/30,/1996 Curfew Violation; 07/30/1996 Criminal 
Trespass; 0811 711 998 DUI (license suspended); 
08/28/1998, 09/01/1998, & 1 1/02/1998 Un~derage 
Gonsumption 
10/31/1 999 Reckless Operation; 1 111 911 999 Underage 
Gonsumptisn, Furnishing Alcohol to Minors; 0511 712000 
R 04/05/2001 Underage Consumption; 05/24l/2000, 
1 1/28/2000, & 03/27/2001 Probation Violations; !5/2001 
IReckless Operation; 03/24/2002 DWI 2r1d Offense 
DWLSIR CAUSING SERIOUS INJURY 
ID: 
Gender: 
Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 










0611 1 12001 
071301200 1 
Kalamazoo 
Portage Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Suspended 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: 2 (0610111999, 0611 111 999 Two Vehicles each time, 
resulting in one serious injury each time) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 7 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












DWLSIR Causing Serious Injury; Driving, Failure to 
Maintain Security (no insurance) 
Yes 
DWLSIR Causing Serious Injury 
No 
$2,537.00 plus restitution (restitution unknown) 







Arrested again 0211 312001 for DW LSIR Causing 
Serious Injury and Motor Vehicle Oper. Without 
Security (Insurance). He was free after posting bond 
following the 0211 312001 incident. 
DWLSIR CAUSING SERIOUS INJURY 
ID: 
Gender: 
CityiTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 




Traverse City, MI 
Pickup truck 
31 years 




01 I1 412000 
Grand Traverse 
IKalkaska County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: No Alcohol Involvement 
License Status on Arrest Date: IRevoked (prior revocation began 6/24/98) 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (02/01/1998, One Vehicle) 
Past Traffic Convictions: '1 3 
Past Criminal Convictions: lJnknown 












IIWLSIR Causing Serious Injury; Expired Plate:s 
IV 0 
I3WLSlR Causing Serious Injury; Expired Platers 
1 0 
$1 35,000.00 restitution; t $2,661.00 other fees 
[Jnknown 
lJnknown 
13-5 years, concurrent 
[Jnknown 
lJnknown 
Electronic tether at a cost of $270.00 for approximately 
one month. 
Accident due to black ice in darkness, defendant lost 
c:ontrol of his vehicle as he was on his way to vvork in 
the morning, driving while his license was revokled. No 
cilcohol or controlled substances were involved. 
Attorney argued case should be dismissed as there 
vvas no criminal intent. Judge refused based on license 
revocation for habitual drunk driving. Verdict by jury, 
vvith later appeal request dismissed. 
DWLSIR CAUSING SERIOUS INJURY 
ID: 
Gender: 
Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 










0911 91200 1 
11/01/2001 
Oakland 
Lake Orion Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown; two arrests while on bond .I 8 & .20 (Blood) 
License Status on Arrest Date: An issue, as it was previously Suspended, but eligible 
for reinstatement on the condition of appear for driver's 
license re-examination. Failure to appear for re-exam 
caused license to be officially suspended again the next 
day. Suspended initially as a consequence of an 
unsatisfactory driving record. 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: At least 18 total. 04/02/1 997 OUIL; 0611 811 997 Oper 
Minor Any BAC, Child Endangerment; 05/07/1998 Oper 
Any BAC Child Endangerment.; 10/06/2000 DW LS/R; 
12/23/2000 OUIL 3rd Offense 
Past Criminal Convictions: 06/24/1996 Retail Fraud 1" Degree; 10/06/2002 
Fleeing and Eluding Police Officer. 












DLWSIR-Injury; Fleeing and Eluding Police Officer, 3rd 
Degree (occurred while out on bond for this 
arrest);OUIL per se 3"' Offense; OUlL per se 
Yes 




1 year starting 05/01/2009 




Collision with a motorcycle. Two other alcohol driving 
arrests occurred while out on bond for motorcycle 
incident (details below). 
At least two prior injury accidents and 16 assorted 
Motor Vehicle Code offenses, including but not limited 
to: OUIL; Person Under 21 with B.A.C. (2); Careless 
Driving; DWLSIR; Failure to Display License (3); No 
Proof of Insurance (2); Other moving violations; (5) 
While out on bond for the incident reportetl here, 
defendant operated a motor vehicle 10/06/20~00 at a 
high rate of speed (77 mph in a 40 mph zone) and 
failed to obey a police officer's signal. After a high 
speed chase, he was stopped, arrested, and charged 
with Fleeing & Eluding, 3rd Degree, and OUlL 3rd 
Offense. His BAC level was .20 per a blood test that 
day. Defendant was arrested again 12/23/2000 for an 
OUlL 3rd Offense, with a blood BAC level of .18. He 
was later charged with a 2nd Felony count of ClUlL 3rd 
Offense. 
DWLSIR CAUSING SERIOUS INJURY 
ID: 
Gender: 
Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Midland Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Suspended 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1997 (Four Seriously Injured) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 8 (See list below) 
Past Criminal Convictions: Yes (See list below) 












DWLSIR Causing Serious Injury; Driving, Failure to 
Maintain Security (insurance) 
Yes 







Yes, per SOS 
Outpatient treatment. Alternate to violence program. 
05/07/2001 License reinstated when tickets in Detroit 
(were paid. Vehicle forfeiture ordered. 
Criminal & Traffic Convictions: 10/1 811 991 Felony/Auto Used; 06/26/1 995 Speed 
45/40; 0911 311 996 FAC for Registration and/or plate 
violation; 06/23/1997 Accident 2 vehicles, 4 people 
injured;12/21/1998 Speed 45/35; 0 5 / 3 1 1 2  0 0 0 ; 
Disobeyed Stop Sign; 09/24/2000 DWLS/R 
License suspended until 1 1/28/2000 
DWLSIR CAUSING SERIOUS INJURY 
ID: 
Gender: 
Citytlownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 










0 1 10212002 
0 1 10212002 
Ottawa 
Grand Haven Public Safety 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 1 in MI 
Past Criminal Convictions: All in FL: 0310711 995 Grand Theft; 0513011 995 Grand 
Theft; 04/28/2000 Fleeing & Eluding 












OUlL Injury (3 counts); Habitual 4th Offense 
Yes 









Defendant fleeing from another property dlamage 
incident when this arrest occurred. Four people 
sustained serious to critical injuries. Open beer 
observed in vehicle. 
DWLSIR CAUSING SERIOUS INJURY 
ID: 
Gender: 
CityfTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Grand Traverse Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: No Alcohol Involvement; 0 (PBT) 
License Status on Arrest Date: None; never applied for MI License 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes (Two Vehicles, Four Serious Injuries) 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 4 
Past Criminal Convictions: Trespassing, Joyriding. As of 1211 112000 on probation 
for two Minor in Possessions and Illegal Entry, all from 
year 2000. 












DWLSIR Causing Serious Injury (2 counts) 
Yes 





21-60 months1 Received 1 year for violating bond - 
1 1/28/2000 failed breath tests. 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Daily alcohol/drug testing at "Addiction Treatment 
Services (Probation Residential Service) as of 
1 110112000. Released from jail 08/29/2001 into their 
facility for 90-120 days. Then instructed to use 
electronic monitoring system with daily alcohol/drug 
testing. Psychological evaluation, substance abuse 
treatment, pursue GED. Jailed 11/28/2000 for failing 
breath tests (a bond violation), 
Probation violations 0111 112002, 01/29/2002, 
01/30/2002, and 02/22/2002. Probation revoked 
0311 912002, and sentenced for probation violations to 
one year, nine months incarceration (with credit for 261 
days previously served). 
DWLSIR CAUSING SERIOUS INJURY 
ID: 
Gender: 
CityITownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 






34 years old 






Kent County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: 2 (07l2111 990 One Vehicle, One Serious Injury, 
0612811 998 Two Vehicles) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 12 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OUlL 3rd Offense; DWLSIR Injury 
Unknown 









Other Information: Unknown 
DWLSIR CAUSING SERIOUS INJURY 
ID: 
Gender: 
Cityfrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 




Crystal Falls, MI 
Unknown 
46 years 






lron River Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Suspended (per me) 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 7 
Past Criminal Convictions: None 






















Substance abuse treatment at lron County Community 
Health 
0611 812002 Probation violation, served six months in jail 
beginning 01/26/2002 with 30 days consecutive. Allow 
first four months on tether, with credit for one day of jail 
for every two days spent on tether. 
DWLSIR CAUSING SERIOUS INJURY 
ID: 
Gender: 
City/Township of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 









835  p.m. 
09126/2001 
1 1 /0812001 
Kent 
Grand Rapids Police Department & Michigan 
State PoliceIRockford 
Blood Alcohol Level: None administered due to passengers with serious 
injuries 
License Status on Arrest Date: Revoked (2 prior suspensions) (Prior Suspension 
031201200 1 thru 0311 912002) 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: Unknown 
Past Traffic Convictions: 44 
Past Criminal Convictions: Yes (Eight felonies & 1 1 misdemeanors, see lislt below) 











OUI Controlled Substance Causing Serious lnjury 
(two counts); DWLS/R Causing Serious lnjury (two 
counts); Felonious Assault with a Dangerous Weapon; 
Fleeing & Eluding 3rd Offense; Resisting and 
Obstructing Police Officer; Possession Marijuana 
Yes 
OUI Controlled Substance Causing Serious lnjlury 
(one count); DWLSIR Causing Serious lnjury (one 
count); Felonious Assault with a Dangerous Weapon; 





5-25 years total, concurrent (OUI Controlled Substance 
Causing Serious lnjury 6-1 5 years, DW LSIR Causing 
Serious lnjury 6-1 5 years, Felonious Assault 5-1 0 




Evaluation for relationship with alcohol. 
Other Information: Two people seriously injured, as a result of fleeing at 
speeds of up to 110 mph. Cocaine in blood, and on 
probation for possession of cocaine when arrested. 
Previous Treatment in "Project Rehabilitation" four 
years ago. 
01/27/1 989 DWLS/R 2" Offense; 0311 311 989 DWLSIR 
2"d Offense; 0411 811 989 DWLS/R 2" Offense; 
0511 911 989 Two Bench Warrants; 1 1/06/1989 Breaking 
& Entering a Building with Intent; 11/27/1989 Bench 
Warrant; 01/04/1990 Larcency 0/100; 05/03/1990 
DWLS/R 2" Offense; 05/09/1 990 DW LS/R 2" Offense; 
07/06/1 990 DWLSIR; 08/08/1990 DW LS/R 2" Offense; 
08/20/1 990 DWLS/R 2" Offense; 0911 011 990 Bench 
Warrant for OUIL; 12/18/1990 3 Bench Warrants; 
0411 511 991 RF 1 st Offense; 1 111 111 992 DLWSIR znd 
Offense; 03/23/1994 DW LSIR; 09/20/1 994 Possession 
Marijuana; 10/10/1994 Resisting & Obstructing Police; 
1011 711 995 Possession Controlled Substance; 
02/28/1 997 Trespassing; Discharged from probation 
06/03/1997 for Larceny 011 00 0311 411 998 Fleeing & 
DWLS/R; 0710711 998 Bench Warrants for DWLSIR, 
Fleeing; 0811 811 998 Possession Cocaine less than 25 
grams; 05/05/1999 Fleeing, DWLSIR; 07/07/1999 
Bench Warrant for Probation Violation; 1012211 999 
Bench Warrant OTSC DWLSIR; 1211 711 999 DWLSIR, 
Bench Warrant for Failing to Appear UDAA; 05/22/2000 
Resisting & Obstructing Police; 09/29/2000 Two Bench 
Warrants for DWLSlR 2" Offense & Reckless Driving; 
01 /09/2001 Attempted Home Invasion, 2" Offense; 
01/1 912001 Possession Cocaine less than 25 grams; 
02/05/2001 DWLSIR 2" Offense; 03/01/2001 




Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Michigan State PoliceJMt. Pleasant 
Blood Alcohol Level: ,146 (PBT) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 3 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











Child Endangerment, OUIUUBAC 
Yes 
Child Endangerment; OW1 




93 days, suspend 78 days if completes all terms; 
serving time on days off work 
5 days, to be completed within 60 days 
Unknown 
Victim Impact Panel and Substance abuse assessment 
and aftercare as recommended per assessmen~t 




CityJTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Michigan State Police 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Alabama License, expiration date 9/24/00 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 3 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OUIUUBAC; Child Endangerment; DWLSIR; Driver 
with Open Intoxicants in Motor Vehicle 
Yes 
Owl; Child Endangerment 
Son (1 1 years) 











City/Township of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 











1 011 612000 
Muskegon 
Muskegon County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: 173 (PBT); .15/.14 (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Denied (Suspended twice, Revoked once prior:) 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: 
Past Traffic Convictions: 
Past Criminal Convictions: 












1 (07/24/1 996, 2 Vehicles) 
23 
05/28/1 989 MIP; 7/7/89 Larceny Under $1 00.00; 
08/25/1 991 OUlL 1"; 08/15/1992 0UlL 2"d; 04/23/1993 
DWLS/R; 08/25/1 993 DW LSIR; 1 111 011 996 Disorderly; 
11/21/96 DWLSIR; 11/21/1997 DWLSIR; 0311 1/1997 
DWLSIR; 06/06/1999 OUlL 1"; 2/29/00 Possession of 
Cocaine & Marijuana; 03/07/2000 Probation Violation 
(FAC); 05/21/2000 Child Endangerment 2" & D\NLS/R 
2nd 
OUlL per se 3rd Offense; Child Endangermlent znd 
Offense; DW LS/R 2" Offense 
Yes 
[Child Endangerment 2" Offense, DWLSIR 2" COense 
[Daughter (8 years) 
$560.00 






Also has traffic citations for speeding, expired plates, 
failure to stop, driving without headlights, no piroof of 




CitylTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Bellaire Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: 1 2  (PBT); .072/. 12 (Blood) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Valid 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 13 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












OUlL per se; Child Endangerment; Driver with Open 
Intoxicants in Motor Vehicle; DWI 
Yes 
Child Endangerment; OW1 




90 days, suspend 85 days in abeyance 
24 hours, to be completed within 90 days 
Confiscated per ticket 
Substance abuse assessment and outpatient 
substance abuse counseling within 30 days. Victim 
Impact Panel. 
Three passengers in cab of truck and 2 passengers 
in bed of truck. None sober enough or having valid 




CityKownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Allegan County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 5 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












Child Endangerment, DWLSIR, Speed 65/55 
Dismissed 
Unknown 
Two Daughters, Son (ages unknown) 







Case dismissed at pre-trial 12/22/2000. Reason 




CityRownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Lansing Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: 151.15 (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 6 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











Child Endangerment, OUlL 
Yes 
Child Endangerment; OUlL 







Complete outpatient counseling as recommended, 
obtain GED. Victim Impact Panel 




City~Township of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Allegan County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: 1 6  (PBT) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 8 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











Child Endangerment, DW LSIR, Speed 65/55 
Yes 
Dismissed per plea 












CityJTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 










1 011 712000 
Unknown 
Barry 
Barry County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: 1 0  (PBT) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 4 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 


























CityKownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Allegan County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (1 1 105/1995, 2 Vehicles) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 11 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












Dismissed per plea agreement 












Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Eaton County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: 
Past Traffic Convictions: 
Past Criminal Convictions: 
I 











At least one 
5 
Unknown 
Child Endangerment (2 counts); OW1 
No 
Child Endangerment (2 counts); OW1 




30 days, with work release 5 dayslweek; 300 days 
suspended if complete probation terms 
Unknown 
Unknown 
120 days on electronic tether upon release from jail. 




Cityflownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Ann Arbor Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: . I6  (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Denied 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (1 2/07/1 996, 2 Vehicles) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 7 
Past Criminal Convictions: Domestic Violence; 02/21/1997 UBAC; 0313011 999 
Assault with Dangerous Weapon; 05/08/2001 O M ,  two 
other OUlL convictions 











Child Endangerment 2"; OUlL 3rd; DWLSIR; Oper. 
Without License on Person; Habitual Felony Offender 
Yes 
Child Endangerment 2nd; Oper. Without License on 
Person 







Daily Antabuse medication, Dawn Farm long-term 
treatment facility. 




Cityflownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 











0511 71200 1 
Macomb 
Macomb County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: .20 (PBT); .21/.20 (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: None on person, expired on date of arrest. 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 5 Total; 0811 811 996 Drove While License Expired & No 
Proof of Insurance; 07/07/2000 Oper. Without License 
on Person; 0711 9/2001 OW I 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











Child Endangerment (2 counts), Oper. Without License 
on Person 
Yes 
Child Endangerment (1 count) 












Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













New Baltimore Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: .21 (PBT); .22 (Blood) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Appears valid 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 7 













OUIUUBAC 2" Offense; Child Endangerment 
Yes 
OUIUUBAC 2" Offense 
Son (8 months) 
$840.00 
2 years; started 08/08/2000, discharged early on 





Drivers Intervention Program, $375.00 




Cityfrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Huron County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: .09/.09 (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 6 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 



















10 days; work release 10 hourslday, 6 dayslweek 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Outpatient counseling immediately at "List Services," 
(Advanced, 1 -8 individual). 




CityKownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Newaygo County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 3 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












Resisting and Obstructing an Officer; Child 
Endangerment; Malicious Destruction of FirelPolice 
Property 
Yes 
Resisting and Obstructing an Officer; Child 
Endangerment; Malicious Destruction of FirelPolice 
Property 




1 year - weekends only allowable, minimum 30 days 
Unknown 
;Suspended 180 days 
Unknown 
[Failed to report to probation officer on 07/20/2000, 
07/26/2000, and 08/17/2000 - bench warrant issued. 




CityiTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Ann Arbor Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Suspended 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 3 
Past Criminal Convictions: Yes 












Child Endangerment 2nd Offense; DWLSIR; Habitual 
Offender 4'h Felony 
Yes 
Child Endangerment 2" Offense 








Second alcohol driving offense this year, on probation 
for Owl, pled down from an OUlL at date of arrest. 
Labeled as a danger to society. Has a twin whose 




Cityflownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Tirne of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 




Grand Rapids, MI 
Passenger car 
20 years 
1 1 /08/1999 
Monday 




Wyoming Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: 12/.13 (Breath); . I4 (PBT) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Suspended (twice) 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (1 2/05/1 998, Two Vehicles, One Serious Injury) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 7 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












Child Endangerment; OUIUUBAC; DWLSIR Second 
Offense; Obstructing Police/Making False Police Report 
Unknown 
Child Endangerment 







"Prospectives" for alcohol screening and assessment. 
11/24/1999 Court adjourned for sentencing, released 
on personal $500.00 bond. Failed to appear for 
scheduled alcohol screening and assessment 
12/08/1999. Address unknown when 14 day notice to 
appear in person was delivered. Sen1:encing 





Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 











01 131 12000 
Ottawa 
Michigan State Police/Grand Haven 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Revoked 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (07/21/1995, Two Vehicles) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 9 
Past Criminal Convictions: On probation when arrested for Domestic Violence, 
0311 999; OUIUUBAC 0813011 995; UBAC 01 I1 311 995; 
OUlL 2" Offense, 1111 994. 











OUlL 3rd Offense; Resisting/Obstructing a Police 
Officer (2 separate counts); Child Endangerment 
Yes 
Resisting/Obstructing a Police Officer (1 count); Child 
Endangerment reduced to DWLS/R in return for adding 
charge of Leaving Scene of a Personal Injury Accident 







"Turning Point"; Counseling, 3 Alcoholics Anonymous 
meetinglweek; Electronic Monitoring System for 90 
days 




Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 




St. Helen, MI 
Unknown 
36 years 







Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Suspended 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 12 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











Refusal to Submit to Chemical Test 3rd Offense; 
DW LS/R 
Unknown 
Refusal to Submit to Chemical Test 3rd Offense 
No 
$1,060.00 










Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 











1 1 10812000 
Genesee 
Burton Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: -28 (PBT), ,231.23 (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Revoked (suspended prior) 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 12 
Past Criminal Convictions: Non-Sufficient Funds 












OUlL 3rd Offense; Child Endangerment; DWLSIR 2nd 
Offense 
Yes 
OUlL 3rd Offense; Child Endangerment 




180 days, release for education and work with voice 
track monitoring system 
100 hours 
Yes 
National Council on Alcoholism and Addiction 
intensive out-patient treatment program; Support 
groups (such as AA); Substance abuse counseling in 
jail; Continue college education. 
Failed previously in SAI Boot Camp and in Drug Court 
Program Supervision. Diagnosed with "Character 
Illogical Disorder"' and mild depression per independent 





CityEownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 




Grand Rapids, MI 
Unknown 
39 years 






Kent County Sheriff 
Blood Alcohol Level: 1 6  (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offens,e Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: 
Past Traffic Convictions: 
Past Criminal Convictions: 












1 (09/07/1999, Two Vehicles) 
14 
Two Burglary; Breaking and Entering; Providinlg False 
Evidence; Domestic Violence; Parole violation. 
OUIUUBAC 2" Offense/Child Endangerment 
Unknown 
OUlUUBAC 2" OffenseiChild Endangerment 







ANNNCA Meetings; Intensive outpatient sublstance 
abuse services at "Project Rehab" 
Began drinking at age 8, drank 30 out of 30 days prior 





Cityfrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 




Traverse City, MI 
Pickup truck 
32 years 






Elk Rapids Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: 1 7  (PBT); .14/.15 (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Valid 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 4 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











Possession of Marijuana; Child Endangerment (3 
counts); OUIL; Driver with Open Intoxicants in Motor 
Vehicle; Impaired Driving 
Yes 
Child Endangerment (1 count); Impaired Driving 
Son (2 years), sex unknown (5 years), sex 




30 days, held in abeyance 
24 hours to be performed in 60 days 
Confiscatedldestroyed at arrest 
ANNA attendance (verified); Complete substance 
abuse assessment; Enroll in intensive outpatient 
counseling within 30 days 




City/Township of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 











0 1 /241200 1 
Saginaw 
Richland Township Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 7 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OUlL 2" Offense; Expired Plates; Driving Failure to 
Maintain Security (no insurance); DWLSIR; Child 
Endangerment 2" Offense 
Yes 
OUlL 2nd Offense; Expired Plates; Operating 
a Motor Vehicle without Security; DWLSIR; Child 
Endangerment added per plea 
One (SexIAge Unknown) 
$1,075.00 
Unknown 
90 days, License plate confiscated 
35 days or pay above financial sanctions 
Unknown 
Unknown 
120 days in the "PLUS" program at a rate of $7'lday 




City/Township of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Macomb County Sheriff 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (0711 2/2001, One Vehicle) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 6 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OUIL; Child Endangerment; Violation of Child 
Restraint Law 
Yes 
OUIL; Child Endangerment 
One (SexIAge Unknown) 
$1,440.00 
12 months 
60 days by club 
30 days (optional) 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Outpatient treatment program at "Eastwood Clinic"; AA 
3 timeslweek 




Cityflownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Ottawa County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: .22 (PBT) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: 'Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: 2 (01/07/1997 One Vehicle, One Serious Injury & 
0810311 998, Two Vehicles) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 3 Total; OUlL - 01/07/1997 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OUlUOW 1 2nd Offense; Child Endangerment; 
Expired OPS 
Yes 
Child Endangerment; Expired OPS 
One (SexIAge Unknown) 
!fi860.00 
12 months 
90 days within 10 days of release from jail 
$33 days mandatory, no work release 
[Jnknown 
IJnknown 
AA 5 times/week; Counseling; Testing 




CitylTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 














Blood Alcohol Level: 141.13 (Breath); .I 83 (PBT) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Revoked (three times) 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: 2 (1 212511 988, One Vehicle, 0711 711 989 Two Vehicle) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 9 Total. 1986 & 1987 Controlled Substance; 1989 
OUIL; 1989 DWLS/R; 1210711 992; OUIL; 02/01/1993 
OUIL 3rd ; 1995 Loaded Weapon in Vehicle; 1997 
OUIL; 0110211 998 OUIL; 09/02/1998 OUIL 3rd 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OUIL 3rd Offense; Child Endangerment 2" Offense; 
DWLR; Driver with Open Intoxicants in Motor Vehicle 
Yes 
OUIL 3rd Offense 




23 months to 5 years, consecutive to parole violation 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Substance abuse referral; Daily PBT starting 
08/05/2000; Urine test once per week; Not to operate 
a vehicle 




Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Charlotte Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 6 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











Owl; Child Endangerment (2 counts) 
Yes 
o w l  




10 days suspended, if probation is completed 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Victim Impact Program 




City/Township of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 












Blood Alcohol Level: . I  1 (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 8 













OUIUUBAC; Child Endangerment (2 counts) 
Unknown 
OUIUUBAC 




15 days for failure to complete alcohol counseling 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Outpatient treatment; Screening at "Woodlands" 
Addiction Center 




Cityfrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Dale of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 














Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 6 




























Cityflownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 




Benton Harbor, MI 
Passenger car 
23 years 
0511 51200 1 
Tuesday 




Benton Township Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: 111.10 (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Suspended 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 15 
Past Criminal Convictions: Disorderly Conduct - fighting; Disorderly Conduct - 
loud music; Urinating in Public 











Child Endangerment; OUIUUBAC; Driver with Open 
Intoxicants in Motor Vehicle; No OPS on person; No 
Safety Belt; No Rear View Mirror (warning) 
Unknown 
Child Endangerment 












Cityflownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













lron Mountain Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: ,275 (Blood); ,294 (PBT) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Valid 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 4 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 




















60 days - serve 15, 15 released to treatment, 30 days 
suspended if weekend at Fortune Lake Camp impact 
program is completed 
5 hours 
License plate and license confiscated 
New Day program for 28 days; AA 3 timeslweek; 
Enroll in SA program; Impact program at "Fortune Lake 
Camp"; PBT every other day for 30 days after release; 
Complete 3 job applicationslweek 
Probation extended to 09/26/2003, 45 days jail, with 




Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 










1 1 /07/2001 
1211 012001 
Ottawa 
Ottawa County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: 1 4  (PBT) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Suspended 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 4 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 
















Son (4 years), Daughter (2 years) 
$760.00 
12 months 
1 80 days 
90 days, 1 day credit, no work release, 10 days 




Failed to comply with immobilization, must appear in 





Cityflownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 










0511 01200 1 
Unknown 
Allegan 
Allegan County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 7 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 


























CitylTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Birch Run Village Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: 2 (1 211 611 997, Two Vehicles, Two Serious Injuries, & 
10/02/2000, One Vehicle, Two Serious Injuries) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 7 Total; OUIL; False Report; Failing to Stop at a 
Personal Injury Accident 
Past Criminal Convictions: Yes 












Child Endangerment (2 counts) 
Yes 
Child Endangerment (2 counts) 
Female (3 years), Child (SexlAge Unknown) 
$944.00 
Yes 




Counseling; 90 days in "PLUS" program at $3/day 
Sold car first day of immobilization, released on own 




City/Township of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Kent County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: .24/.27 (Blood) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (1 1101 I1 997, Two Vehicles) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 8 Total; one OUlL 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












Child Endangerment 2nd Offense (2 counts) 
Yes 
Child Endangerment 2" Offense 




12 months with work release 
Unknown 
Yes 
Victim Impact Panel, residential substance abuse 
treatment. Defendant chose and paid for "Narconon 
Southern CA, Inc." holistic program, then Betty Ford 
Center's Professional Recovery Evaluation Program. 
Asked judge 05/17/02 to change probation to electronic 
tether from work release, per defendant's en~ployer 




CityiTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 







0611 01200 1 
Sunday 




Berrien County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: 1 3  (PBT); .15/.14 (Blood) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 8 Total; one OUIUUBAC 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OUIUUBAC 2nd Offense; Child Endangerment 
Unknown 
OUIUUBAC 2"d Offense; Child Endangerment 
Girlfriend's Daughter (7 months) 
$885.00 
Unknown 
93 days by the club 




12 sessions of 1 on 1 counseling 




City/Township of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 










0411 1 12002 
0411 2/2002 
Gladwin 
Michigan State Police 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Revoked 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (0611 011 990, One Vehicle, Two Serious Injuries) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 12 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












Child Endangerment; OUIL; DWLSIR; Driver with Open 
Intoxicants in Motor Vehicle 
Unknown 
Unknown 













City/Township of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Bay County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: .23 (PBT); .24 (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Expired 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 4 Total; one OUlL 
Past Criminal Convictions: 06/05/2000 Failure to appear for sentence; 1 1/01/2000 
Probation violation 











Carrying a Concealed Weapon; Child Endangerment 
2" Offense; Driver with Open Intoxicants in Motor 
Vehicle; Expired OPS 
Yes 
Carrying a Concealed Weapon; Child Endangerment 
2nd Offense 
Male (2 years) 
$1,020.00 
4 years 
1 80 days 
300 days with credit for 55 days served, plus 60 days 
deferred until further work 
60 days 
Unknown 
"Trip-Cap" Intensive Program; Substance abuse 
counseling and mental health evaluation; License and 
plates confiscated and destroyed; Temporary OPS 
permit and reg. plate issued 




CitylTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Michigan State Police 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: IUnknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: IVo 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 6 Total; one OUIL; one OW1 
Past Criminal Convictions: IJnknown 












Child Endangerment 2" Offense; New Registration 
Application by Holder of Assigned Plate; Operating with 
IVo License/Multiple Licenses; Driver with Open 
Intoxicants in Motor Vehicle 
Yes 
Child Endangerment 2"' Offense 
Ilaughter (1 0 years) 
$1,280.00 
24 months 
None, since vehicle is registered in Wisconsin 




07/12/2002 Released from probation to Wisconsin 




Cityfrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Lenawee County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: . I1  (Unknown) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 3 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OUlUOWl 2"d Offense; Child Endangerment; Driving 
Failure to Maintain Security (no insurance) 
Yes 
OUlUOWl 2nd Offense; Child Endangerment 





320 hours/40 days 
Unknown 
ANNA meetings as required by parole officer; 
Outpatient treatment 




Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Michigan State Police 
Blood Alcohol Level: .19/. 19 (both breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 4 Total; 911 7/96 OW I 
Past Criminal Convictions: 











OUILIUBAC 2" Offense; Child Endangerment (2 
counts) 
Yes 
OW1 2" Offense; Child Endangerment (1 couni:) 







Complete outpatient counseling and Victim llmpact 
Panel. 




CityKownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 











0411 1 12002 
Barry 
Barry County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: 1 7  (PBT) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Valid 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (0211 811 999, One Vehicle, Two Serious Injuries) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 5 
Past Criminal Convictions: No 











OUIUUBAC; Child Endangerment 
Yes 
Owl  







Obtain and pay for alcohol assessment and complete 
appropriate level of treatment/counseling as directed. 




CityKownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Midland Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: ,261.26 (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 2 Total; 8120188, DW I 
Past Criminal Convictions: 3/13/93,3/31/93, & 10/9194 Assault and Battery; 
4/4/96 DNR Fire Law; 9/26/01 Registration, Plate; 
10/24/96 & 5/21/02 Domestic Violence; 511 (3193 & 
9/7/93 Bench Warrants 











OUIL; Child Endangerment 
Yes 
Child Endangerment 







Counseling at "Focus"; AA 2-3 timeslweek 




Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Midland County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: 1 01.09 (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 5 
Past Criminal Convictions: Larceny; Retail Fraud 











OUIL; Child Endangerment 
Yes 
O w l  







Attend "Impact weekend" 




CityJTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 




Paw Paw, MI 
Passenger car 
23 years 






Cass County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: 151.14 (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 2 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OUlL 2nd Offense; Child Endangerment; Driver with 
Open Intoxicants in Motor Vehicle 
Yes 
Child Endangerment 








Continue counseling; Complete Victim Impact Panel 




CitylTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Michigan State Police 
Blood Alcohol Level: 1 0  (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 2 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OUIUUBAC; Child Endangerment; No OPS 
Yes 
Owl 







Obtain and pay for alcohol assessment; Complete 
appropriate level of education/counseling as directed 
Other Information: None 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
Cityfrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Michigan State Police 
Blood Alcohol Level: 1 06 (PBT) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 4 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OUILIUBAC 2nd Offense Combined; Defective 
Equipment 
Yes 





20 days starting 04/27/2001, day reporting allo\~able 
No 
No 
"HCSD" Day reporting program 19 days starting 
04/27/2001 ; Outpatient counseling at "Huron Behavioral 
Health Services"; AA meetings once per week with 
monthly praof to probation officer 
Other Information: 911 711 998 OW 1 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
CityRownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Presque lsle Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (03/30/1999, One Vehicle) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 6 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OUlL per se 3rd Offense 
Yes 




6 months; Work release; Judge to review in 3 months 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Maintain full-time employment, outpatient substance 
abuse treatment program 
03/01/2001 Asked for shorter probation; Probation 
vacated on 0311 2/2001 ; 03/21/2001 probation violation; 
Tested positive for marijuana resulting in return to jail. 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
CitylTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Michigan State Police 
Blood Alcohol Level: . I4  (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Denied (Revoked twice) 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: 3 (01/23/1993 Two Vehicles, One Serious Injury, 
01/28/1 997 One Vehicle, 02/14/2000 Two Vehicles) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 11 
Past Criminal Convictions: Yes 












OUIL per se; OW I 3rd Offense; DWLSIR 
Yes 







Suspended 1 year 
Community Recovery Services (CRS) 
Attend AA meetings; Continue prescribed Antalbuse if 
medically appropriate; Release for "CRS" meletings; 
Work release if called back to work 
Evaluation by "IARC" showed alcohol dependence; 
02/03/1993 Owl; 0811 711 995 Driver with Open 
Intoxicants in Motor Vehicle; 02/04/1997 OUIL; 
04/09/1997 DUIL; 05/03/1999 OUIL; 03/0:!/2000 
Careless Driving; 07/031/2002 Felonious Assautlt. 
IPrevious Treatment in 1993 "NCAA", two times; 1998 
"New Baths" 30 day program 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
CityITownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Lelanau County Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: .07/.07 (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Suspended 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Hit & Run 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (09/25/2001 Three Vehicles, Six Seriously Injured) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 18 Total; 1 1/28/2001 Reckless Driving; 10/29/2001 
Owl; 
1 0/05/2001 OUl L 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












OUIL 2" Offense; Fail to Stop or Identify PDA; 
DWLSIR; Driver with Open Intoxicants in Motor Vehicle 
Yes 
OUIL; Fail to Stop or Identify PDA; DWLSIR; Driver with 








Intensive outpatient program at "Munson" 
Three AA meetings per week with verification of 
attendance; plates confiscated 
Other Information: None 
ANY COMBlNATllON OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
CityRownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Midland Sheriff Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: .29 (Method Unknown) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Denied 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (12/0511997 One Vehicle, One Serious Injury, One 
Death) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 9 
Past Criminal Convictions: Yes 












OUIL Causing Serious Injury; OUIL per se 3" Offense; 
DWLSIR; Habitual Offender 2"* 
Yes 
OUIL Causing Serious Injury 
No 
$1,000.00 restitution (remains open) 
Unknown 
Unknown 
40 months, max 60 months 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Substantial substance abuse counseling 
Imposed sentence outside recommended range. 
Discharged from probation on an OUIL 3rd three months 
prior to current offense; 04/09/1990 Ne!gligent 
Homicide; 01/17/1995 OUIL; 0811 211 999 OUIL per se 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
CityITownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Macomb County Sheriff 
Blood Alcohol Level: .I 5 (PBT) 
License Status on Arrest Date: ConfiscatedIDestroyed, will be Denied 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 7 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












OUlL per se 3rd Offense 
Yes 





15 - 30 years 
Unknown 
License destroyed 
Outpatient counseling at "Macomb County Services" 
length of counseling at discretion of therapist; 
AA meetings 3 times a week with monthly verification to 
probation officer; Plates confiscated and vehicle towed 
Defendant was passed out in running vehicle at a gas 
station; 1 210711 993 OW I; 0510611 999 OUlL 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
Cityfrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Holland Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: .15 (PBT) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Suspended 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 7 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OUIL/UBAC/OWI per se 3rd Offense; Dormestic 
Violence 
Yes 
OUIVUBAC/OWI per se 3rd Offense 
No 
$1,817.00 
4 months on electronic monitoring and sobriety in lieu 
of jail 
No 
147 days (already served) 
60 days 
Revoked 
Substance abuse evaluation; Outpatient trea~tment; 
IMarriage and anger management classes 
Other Information: r3212411998 OUIUUBAC; 0511 612000 OUIUUBAC 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
CityJTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 











0 1 /23/200 1 
Wayne 
Unknown 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 9 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OUlL per se 3rd Offense 
No 









Other Information: 10/31/2000 Outstanding warrant for OUlL per se 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 














Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 5 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












OUlL per se 3rd Offense 
No 










Other Information: None 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Gratiot County Sheriff 
Blood Alcohol Level: .278 (PBT); ,231.23 (BAC) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Suspended 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (04/29/1998 One Vehicle, One Serious Injury) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 7 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












OUIUUBAC; DW LS/R 
Yes 





180 days with 37 days credit 
No 
Revoked 
Outpatient substance abuse treatment program at 
discretion of field agent; AA meetings (with monthly 
documentation) within 30 days release from jail; Plates 
confiscated 
03/22/1996 OW I; 08/20/1996 OUlL per se; 0911 1/1996 
DWLSIR; 06/09/1 998 OUlL per se; 06/24/1998 
DW LS/R 
ANY COMBlNATllON OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Macomb County Sheriff 
Blood Alcohol Level: , I3  (PBT); .15/. 15 (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Valid 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 10 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 






















Substance abuse report indicates treatment at "/\lcohol 
Highway Safety Education" (AHSE) and attend 
weekend driver intervention program 02/08/2002. 
Attend AA meetings, plates confiscated and vehicle 
itowed. 
Currently on 2" year of probation from 2nd drinking and 
driving 2M arrest; 3rd arrest for drinking and driving in a 
6 year, 7 month time period; 09/28/1994 Owl; 
02/28/1999 OW I; 05/29/2000 Breath Test Refused 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
CityRownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 














Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Restricted 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: 3 (1 111 111 995 One Vehicle, One Serious Injury, 
08/22/1996 Two Vehicles, 06/21/1998 One Vehicle) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 22 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OW!; DWLSIR 2" Offense 
Yes 
Ow l  
No 







Other Information: 0211 811 999 DW LS/R; 09/25/2001 Posted bond for 
pretrial non-appearance 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
Cityflownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 




Sterling Heights, MI 
Passenger car 
30 years 
1 011 212001 
Friday 




New Baltimore State Police 
Blood Alcohol Level: .12 (PBT); .10/.10 (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Valid 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 3 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 















$1,570.00 or 90 days in jail, court to review 02/26/2003 




Confiscated and destroyed 
Outpatient treatment program (completed) 
Other Information: 0811 1 11 994 OW I 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
CityRownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Benton Township Police 
Blood Alcohol Level: ,286 (Blood) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 3 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 










OUlL 3rd Offense 
Yes 
OUIUUBAC 2nd Offense 
No 
$1,010.00 or 45 days in jail 
No 
1 year, vehicle sold -rescinded 1211 212002 
Yes, unknown amount 
40 hours 
Unknown 
Sanctions/Conditions: Intensive Outpatient Program (IOP) 3-4 times perweek; 
Aftercare at counseling center; Attend 2 AA meetings 
per week 
Other Information: 1 111 811 992 OW I; 12/04/1999 OU I UUBAC; 1 1/29/2001 
Letter from defendant indicates 2" offense in 7 years; 
03/05/2001 Letter from defendant in jail asking for 
community service or rehabilitation instead of tether, 
which she cannot afford; 1211 212002 Vehicle not owned 
by individual; Vehicle Immobilization rescinded due to 
sale of vehicle. 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 














Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 6 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OUIUUBAC 2" Offense 
No 





30 days on weekends 
No 
No 
Substance abuse counseling and treatment at own 
expense 
Other Information: None 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
CitylTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 







01/25/2001; 02/28/2001 (while on bond) 
Thursday, Wednesday 
Unknown 
05/31 1200 1 
06/28/2001 
Oakland 
Michigan State Police/Groveland 
Blood Alcohol Level: .22 (PBT); .22 (Blood) .34 (Blood) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (04/30/1996, One Vehicle, One Serious Injury) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 7 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OUlL per se 3rd Offense 
No 
OUlL per se 3rd Offense 
No 
$2,700.00 + undetermined attorney fees 
18 months + consecutive 18 months 




Alcohol abuse program 
Other Information: 02/03/1994 OW I; 05/23/1996 UBAC 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
CityJTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Walker Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: .20 (Blood) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Denied 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (08/31/1995, Two Vehicles, One Serious Injury) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 11 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












OUILIUBAC 2" Offense; DWLSlR 2" Offense; 
Improper Plates; No Proof of Insurance and 
Registration 
Yes 






20 days or 20 days in jail 
Unknown 
Intensive outpatient program; Aftercare; Victim impact 
Panel; Daily AA meetings for 90 days; Individual 
counseling; Own no motor vehicle 
1 111 611 995 UBAC; 1210211 998 DW LSIR; 3 current 
suspensions; 3 prior suspensions; Impounded vehicle, 
had to show proof of sale on sentencing date; 'Temp. 
plate issued for last arrest 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
CityITownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Muskegon County Sheriff 
Blood Alcohol Level: -20 (PBT); .19/. 1 8 (Chemical) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Revoked twice 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (1 112511 988 Two Vehicles) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 24 Total; 11/13/1992 OUIL; 11/30/1992 OUIL; 
0411 311 998 OUIL 3rd, dismissed Habitual 4th; 
04/28/1 998 OUl UUBAC 
Past Criminal Convictions: 08/21 11 975 Assault and Battery; 0511 1/1983 Larceny; 
1211 111 992 Concealed Weapon 












OUIL per se 3" Offense; DWLSIR 2" Offense; UBAC 
4'h Offense 
Yes 






22 months - 10 years 
No 
Revoked 
Six months in intensive outpatient program, and six 
months at Macomb Correctional in level 2 substance 
abuse program. 
On parole for 3"' OUIL, in violation of parole at this 
arrest. Automobile was not owned by defendant. 
Previously treated by Harbor Lights program, West 
Michigan Therapy, and in AA classes. 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
CityKownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 











0511 81200 1 
Kalamazoo 
Kalamazoo Department of Public Safety 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Suspended once, revokedldenied three times 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: 2 (03/13/1985 Two Vehicles, One Serious Injury, 
1111 112000 One Vehicle, One Serious Injury) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 23 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OUlL 3rd Offense; DWLStR 2"d; Driver with Open 
Intoxicants in Motor Vehicle 
Yes 









Other Information: 12/23/1 986 Larceny; 12/23/1986 Attempted Larceny; 
0910611988 & 09/07/1988 Retail Fraud; I 111 611 988 
DeliverylManufacture of Controlled Substance; 
0911 611 989 Retail Fraud; 1011 911 990 Retail Fraud; 
1 111 711 993 Retail Fraud; 0412911 996 Retail Fraud; 
0911 3/2000 UBAC; 12/06/2000 UBAC 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
CitylTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Edmore Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Uknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 3 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OUIL per se 3rd; Marijuana possession 
Yes 




1 year starting 01/27/2001 
90 days, work release recommended130 days 




Other Information: Early probation discharge with improvement 
01 /28/2002. 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
CitytTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Oakland County Sheriff 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 4 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 






















Other Information: None 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
City/Township of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Garden City Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Suspended 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (0911 011 998 One Vehicle, One Serious Injury) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 22 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OUIUUBAC; DWLSIR; Breath Test Refused 
Yes 









Other Information: Vehicle impounded; 10/24/2000 Disposed of vehicle 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
CityiTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Michigan State Police/lron Mountain 
Blood Alcohol Level: .23 (Breath); .22 (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Yes 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (01 / I  511 998 One Vehicle) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 8 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












OUIL per se 3rd; DWLSIR 2" Offense 
Yes 








Work release; 1 AA meeting per week; Plates 
confiscated 
01/30/1998 OUIL; 09/01/1998 OUIL; 12/08/1999 OUIL 
per se 2 years probation; 11/09/2001 Probation 
violation with .24 BAC resulting in 2 months in jail with 
work release 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 










01 / I  812000 
0211 712000 
St. Joseph 
St. Joseph County Sheriff 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Denied twice, Revoked twice 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 13 Total; 12/04/1 993, 2/21/1996 & 03/03/1996, 
DWLS/R; 1211 211 994 DW LR; 03/24/1996 & 07/22/1996 
DWLSIR; 10/09/1996 OUlL per se; 07/15/1997 OUlL 
per se; 1 1/24/1998 OUlL per se 














OUIUUBAC 3rd Offense; DWLS/R 2" Offense 
Yes 







Revoked until 05/12/2008 
Substance abuse counseling 
Defendant has no idea how many OUlL convictions he 
has; 0111 012001 Probation violation for OUlL with BAC 
of .I 12 (PBT) 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
CitylTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Albion Department of Public Safety 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 4 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












OUlL per se 
No 
OUlL per se 
No 
$964 





Work release as of 1 1/01/2000; Counseling by direction 
of probation officer 
06/05/2000 Non-appearance for sentencing; 
06/20/2000 Bench warrant issued for (arrest; 
11/01/2000 Probation revoked, 30 days in jail or $806 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
CityRownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Oakland County Sheriff 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (1 0/23/1997 Two Vehicles, One Serious Injury) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 4 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












OUlL per se 3rd 
No 




Yes, the club 
30 days, work release 
If unable to pay 
Yes 
Work release; AA meetings 2 times per week with 
written verification; Personal substance abuse 
counseling sessions; Plates confiscated 
Sold vehicle 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 







1 011 2/2000 
Thursday 
11 :42 p.m. 
1 1 / I  412000 
1 1 /14/2000 
Barry 
Barry County Sheriff 
Blood Alcohol Level: .20 (PBT) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (0910911995 One Vehicle) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 9 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












OUlL per s ~ / U B A C / O W I ~ " ~  Offense; DWLS/R; Expired 
Plates 
Yes 








Victim Impact Panel; Alcohol assessment at own cost 
with appropriate level of treatment/coun~seling 
recommended. 
04/16/1996 OWI; 1 111 612001 Satisfactory prolbation 
discharge 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Genesee County Sheriff 
Blood Alcohol Level: -21 1.1 9 (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Valid 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (1 1/22/1 996 Two Vehicles) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 8 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












OUlL per se 3rd Offense 
No 





45 days, can be served in "New Path" long-term 
treatment program, work release allowed. 
No 
No 
Outpatient substance abuse treatment; One AAINNCA 
meeting per week with proof to probation officer; IARC 
Evaluation; Substance abuse counseling and follow 
recommendations; Plates confiscated 
0911 011 995 Owl; 1 1/22/1996 OUlL 
In 1997 Alcohol abuse treatment at "MI Counseling 
Services"; 2001 Current outpatient treatment with 
"McLaren" 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Gladwin County Sheriff 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 5 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












OUlL per se 3rd Offense 
Yes 
OUlL per se 2" Offense 
No 
$1,905.00 
2 years, 03/05/2001 through 03/05/2003 
No 
90 days, held in abeyance, work release 
No 
Yes 
Jail Alcohol program/alcohol assessment; PST four 
times per week by 12:OO p.m. 
08/27/2001 Failure to Appear in Court; 09/17/2001 
Probation violation, term extended 6 months, fined 
$350; 03/26/2002 Failure to pay costs 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
CitylTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Lapeer County Sheriff 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: No 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (01 11 711 993 One Vehicle) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 8 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 











OUlL per se 3rd Offense; Driving Without a License; 
Expired Plates 
Yes 





6 months served 
360 hours 
Revoked 
Substance abuse treatment; Jail substance abuse 
program; Three months in day reporting program 
Other Information: 01/13/1994 OIUL; 08/01/1996 0UlL per se; 0411 512002 
Probation revoked. 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 







1 011 611 999 
Saturday 
Unknown 
0 113 1 12000 
03/24/2000 
Tuscola 
Michigan State Police 
Blood Alcohol Level: .20/.20 (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: None 
Past Traffic Convictions: 5 
Past Criminal Convictions: Yes 










OUlL per se 3rd Offense; Driver with Open Intoxicants 
in Motor Vehicle; Habitual 2nd Offense; Supplemental 
Habitual 3rd Offense OUlL per se 
Yes 





180 days starting 03/24/2000 
Unknown 
Revoked 
Sanctions/Conditions: Complete day reporting and work site portions of 
Community Corrections Program 
Other Information: 0611 711 991 OW I; 09130/1991 OUIL; 1011 411 992 
Receive and Conceal Stolen Property in Excess of 
$1 00.00 (felony) 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
CityRownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 











0 1 /30/2002 
Hillsdale 
Jonesville Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: ,255 (Breath) 
License Status on Arrest Date: Unknown 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (1 111 011 997 Two Vehicles) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 10 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












OUIL 3rd Offense; DWLS/R; Expired Plates; Driver with 
Open lntoxicants in Motor Vehicle; No Proof of 
Insurance 
Yes 
OUIL 2"d Offense; DW LS/R; Expired Plates; Driver with 








Intensive outpatient treatment; 30 days jail and $500; If 
successful completion of probation and treatment, fines 
can be reduced/suspended. 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
CityJTownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 







1 0/07/200 1 
Sunday 
Unknown 




Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: Denied (Revoked six times, suspended once) 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: 4 (01/06/1988 Two Vehicles, One Serious Injury, 
1 1/26/1988 Three Vehicles, Two Serious Injuries, 
09/29/1992 Two Vehicles, One Serious Injury, 
09/30/1 995 One Vehicle, One Serious Injury 
Past Traffic Convictions: 20 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 






















Other Information: None 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
Cityrrownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 













Troy Police Department 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: DeniedIRevoked 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: 1 (1 212911 992 Two Vehicles, One Serious Injury) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 12 
Past Criminal Convictions: Yes 











OUIL per se 3rd Offense; DWLS/R 2" Offense 
No 




1 year, club not a candidate, wife's vehicle 
7 months with work release 
80 days 
Revoked 
Substance abuse program and tether for 5 months after 
jail; Plates confiscated 
Other Information: 0511 311 985 OW I; 04/07/1 992 UBAC; 01/12/1995 
UBAC; 01/08/1996 DW LS/R; 0211 3/2001 OUIL; 
03/01/2001 Deliverylmanufacture of marijuana; 
7/26/2002 Probation violation 
ANY COMBINATION OF THREE ALCOHOL OFFENSES 
ID: 
Gender: 
Cityflownship of Residence: 
Vehicle Type: 
Age on Arrest Date: 
Date of Arrest: 
Day of Arrest: 
Time of Arrest: 
Date of Conviction: 
Sentencing Date: 
County of Arrest: 
Arresting Agency: 
Female 






1 011 81200 1 
1 011 81200 1 
Jackson 
Blackman Township Police 
Blood Alcohol Level: Unknown 
License Status on Arrest Date: DeniedIRevoked (Revoked three times) 
This Offense Crash Involvement: Unknown 
Past Traffic Crashes: 2 (06121 I1 999, 0611 212001 Both Two Vehicles) 
Past Traffic Convictions: 16 
Past Criminal Convictions: Unknown 












OUlL 1" Offense; Expired License 
No 
OUlL 1" Offense; Expired License 
No 
Credit for 90 days incarceration 
No 
No 




90 days jail time concurrent with another sentence in 
Washtenaw County 
2.11. Determine the extent to which vehicle forfeiture is applied by the courts in 
sentencing. 
Methods 
To determine the extent to which vehicle forfeiture was applied by the courts, the 
MDR Locator Dataset was analyzed, which has a field that indicates vehicle forfeiture. 
This field only indicates forfeiture for vehicles registered in Michigan and for non- 
commercial-driver licenses (non-CDLs). Vehicle forfeiture, therefore, was only analyzed 
for Michigan registered vehicles and non-CDLs between June 1, 1999 and January 31, 
2002. This file was then merged with the MDR Client Dataset to obtain sex and age of 
the offender and the county where the incident occurred. 
Results 
There was a total of 21 5 cases in which vehicles were identified as being forfeited. 
Of these cases, 191 (88.8 percent) were for men. 'Table 14 shows the percent and 
frequency of vehicle forfeiture by age group. The majority of forfeitures were for offenders 
in the 21 to 40 year old age group. 
Table 15 shows the frequency of vehicle forfeiture by the 83 counties in Michigan, 
As expected, forfeitures were most common in counties in Southeastern Michigan where 
the majority of Michigan's population resides. 













2.12. Track the denial of vehicle registrations to the extent possible using data 
collected by the Department of State. 
Met hods 
To track the denial of vehicle registrations, the Repeat Offender Dataset, 
maintained by the DOS, was analyzed for registration-denial records up to January 31, 
2002. This data set was merged with the MDR Client Dataset to determine the sex and 
age group of individuals with a registration-denial record. The Repeat Offender Dataset 
contained only personal identification (PID) numbers for 57,974 of the 133,591 
registration-denial cases on record and no driver license number. The MDR data provided 
to UMTRl by the DOS did not contain PID record information that linked back to a driver 
license number. Therefore, we provide sex and age group information only for the 75,617 
cases which could be linked back to the MDR. 
Results 
As shown in Table 16, there were a total of 133,591 records for registration denial. 
Of these, about 92 percent were active records as of January 31,2002 and the remaining 
8 percent had been cleared. Eighty percent of registration denials arose from drunk 
driving recidivism (three alcohol convictions within the last 10 years) and 20 percent arose 
from DWLSIR recidivism (four DWLSlR convictions within the last 7 years). 
Table 17 shows registration denial percent and frequencies by reason for the denial 
and sex. As can be seen, nearly 90 percent of denials were for males. Males and females 
did not differ in the reason for the denial, with slightly more than three-quarters of denials 
for each sex resulting from drunk driving recidivism. 
Table 16: Registration Denial Status by Reason and Overall 
Total 
80.2% (1 07,100) 
19.8% (26,491) 




8.1 % (1 0,81 0) 
Reason 




74.9% (1 00,044) 
17.0% (22,737) 
91.9% (1 22,781) 
DWLS Recidivism I 17.8% (1 3,744) 1 1.7% (1,328) 1 19.4% (1 5 .07 :d I  
Table 17: Registration Denial by Reason and Sex 
Total I 88.8% (68,927) ( 1 1.2% (8.690) 1 100.0% ( 7 7 , 6 1 d  
Table 18 shows registration denial percent and frequencies by reason for the denial 
Total Reason 
and age group. Nearly all denials on record were for people between the ages of 21 and 
64, with about one-half of denials for those aged 21 to 40 and one-half for those aged 41 
J 
Male 
to 64. Registration denial for drunk driving recidivism was found in more than 85 percent 
Female 
of denials for those aged 41 to 64 years, while about two-thirds of denials in the 21 to 40 
80.6% ( 6 2 , 5 4 ! 4  Drunk Driving Recidivism 
age group were for drunk driving recidivism. 
71 .I % (55,183) 
Table 19 shows registration denial frequencies by reason and county. As expected, 
the highest frequencies were found for the counties with the highest populations. 
9.5% (7,362) 
Table 18: Registration Denial by Reason and Age Group 
Reason 








































Table 19: Registration Denials by County and Reason 11 
Drunk Driving Recidivism 
II Berrien Branch Calhoun Cass 1 Charlevoix 1) I 








Drunk Driving Recidivism 1 231 9 521 1942 693 254 11 
I I 
Cheboygan Chippewa Clare Clinton 








11 Drunk Driving Recidivism I 339 456 3087 71 6 345 
Barry 
65 1 
I I I I 
380 
Drunk Driving Recidivism 




1 Drunk Driving Recidivism I 108 482 2072 2505 265 11 








I I I I 
Benzie 
203 
DWLS Recidivism I 32 I 4 
I Drunk Driving Recidivism I 4593 21 192 1259 158 11 
I I I 
471 
Kent 
11 I Lenawee 1 Livingston I Luce I Mackinac I Macomb 11 
537 183 
69 
- -- - 
11 Drunk Driving Recidivism 1 1204 1 1523 1 60 1 164 1 10138 1 1  
23 
I 




Drunk Driving Recidivism 
Huron 

















2.13. Compare and contrast recidivism rates for persons receiving the various 
sentencing options. 
Methods 
The Conviction Dataset and Action Dataset in the DOS MDR and the Plate 
Confiscation Entries in the Repeat Offender Database were used to complete this 
objective. Data on the following sentencing options were available in these files: vehicle 
immobilization, license plate confiscation, licensing action (suspension/revocation), and 
ignition interlock restrictions. 
A working file was created using the Conviction Dataset. Records for all alcohol 
offenses (offense codes 1000, 101 0,1020,1100, 1 1 10,1200, 121 0,1220,1030,1035, 
1 120, 1040, 1 130, 1240, 1 150, 1230) with an arrest date on or after October 1 , 1999 and 
before January 1,2002 were included in the working file. Only those cases resulting in a 
conviction were retained. The records were sorted by driver license number and arrest 
date. The earliest record for each driver was retained. At this point, the working file 
contained one record per driver with the first driving arrest (and conviction) following the 
date the Repeat Offender laws went into effect. The working file contained the driver 
license number, arrest date, and conviction date. 
The working file was then merged with the Repeat Offender Database by driver 
license number and arrest date. The Repeat Offender Database contained information 
regarding license plate confiscation and vehicle immobilization. We then determined 
drivers with a record in the Repeat Offender Database that had a license plate confiscated 
on that arrest date and drivers in which vehicle immobilization was ordered, 
The working file was then merged with the Action Dataset by driver license number, 
Drivers with a suspension or revocation (action code = 30, 31 ,33, 35, 36, 37, 39,40,45, 
49, or 60) that originated on the conviction date and drivers with an ignition interlock 
restriction (action reason = DL, DN, DO, or 46) that originated from a suspension or 
revocation which originated from the conviction date were determined. 
In order to determine the combinations in which the four sentencing optiolis were 
used, the variables for the sanctions in the working file were concatenated to create a 
combination variable. A frequency count was run on the combination variable to determine 
how many unique combinations of the sentencing options were in the working file. 
Records for all alcohol offense convictions with a date later than the original 
conviction date in the working file were obtained from the Conviction Dataset. A frequency 
count of the number of drivers from each sanction combination with at least one additional 
conviction date later than the conviction in the working file was generated. The number 
of drivers in each sanction combination with additional convictions was divided by the total 
number of drivers in each sanction combination to determine recidivism rates for each 
sanction combination. 
Results 
The number of eligible cases, number of recidivists, and the recidivism rates for the 
various sanctions and combination of sanctions are shown in Table 20. There were no 
cases in which an ignition interlock was ordered or a vehicle was immobilized without some 
other sanction also occurring. As can be seen, recidivism rates varied from zero to nearly 
6 percent. The highest recidivism rates were found for people who did not receive any of 
the four sanctions or who received a license suspension/revocation only. The lowest 
recidivism rates were discovered for all sanction combinations that included an ignition 
interlock. 

2.1 4. Determine the perceptions and knowledge of prosecuting attorneys clharged 
with implementing changes with respect to the new laws, their implementation, and 
the extent to which the new laws serve their deterrent and rehabilitative functions. 
The effectiveness of a traffic safety law is partially dependent upon how ea.sily the 
crime can be prosecuted. This evaluation, therefore, sought to determine the perceptions 
and knowledge of prosecuting attorneys and assistant prosecuting attorneys regarding 
Michigan's repeat alcohol offender laws. Specifically, we were interested in determining 
how and when prosecuting attorneys were trained regarding the new laws, how the laws 
affected their jobs and the courts, and their opinions on the sanctions. 
Methods and Analysis 
The survey was designed by UMTRI to better understand the impact of the new 
legislation on prosecuting attorneys from their point-of-view. The survey contained 38 
questions and was intended to be completed in 15 minutes or less (see Appendix B). 
Questions were organized around five topics: Experience; Training; Implementation; 
Sanctioning; and Improvements to Michigan's drunk driving laws. 
Survey design commenced with a planning meeting with representatives from the 
DOS. The purpose of this meeting was to derive a list of topics for the survey and to 
explore implementation methods. After this meeting, we contacted the Prosecuting 
Attorneys Coordinating CouncilJProsecuting Attorneys Association of Michigan 
(PACCJPAAM) to ask for their help in survey design and implementation. Representatives 
from PACCJPAAM graciously agreed to assist us with survey implementation. Survey 
drafts were circulated to DOS and PACCJPAAM for their feedback. Once completed, the 
PACCIPAAM Board of Directors approved the survey instrument and provided us the 
names and addresses for each prosecuting attorney from Michigan's 83 counties. 
PACCIPAAM published support information about the survey in their monthly membership 
newsletter, along with articles regarding drinking and driving to encourage their members 
to complete the survey and return it to UMTRI. 
Surveys addressed to the prosecuting attorney in each county were mailed on June 
17,2002. Each county's survey-package included a cover letter, a letter of support from 
PACCIPAAM, and four copies of the survey, each with self-addressed, stamped return- 
envelopes attached. The survey cover letter requested that the surveys be distributed 
appropriately based on the prosecuting attorney's discretion, for completion by those 
assistant prosecuting attorneys involved with drinking and driving cases in their county. 
The cover letter stated that it was appropriate to duplicate the survey if additional copies 
were necessary for the larger counties. Surveys were sent back to UMTRl anonymously. 
Some counties returned more than one survey. Surveys were accepted until August 9, 
2002. No follow up was conducted. 
Surveys were logged upon return, tracking counties numerically. Seventy-seven 
surveys from 40 different counties were returned and analyzed. The surveys were coded 
numerically to retain anonymity, and entered into an electronic format. Accuracy was 
verified by entering the data twice (two different people), then comparing for consistency. 
Discrepancies were corrected after consultation with the original survey data. Univariate 
analyses of the survey questions were performed. Due to the relatively small sample size 
bivariate analyses were not conducted. 
Results 
Experience 
As described previously, the survey was administered to all prosecuting and 
assistant prosecuting attorneys in Michigan involved with drunk driving cases. As shown 
in Table 21 and 22, respondents varied widely on the number of years they were a 
member of the bar and on the number of years they were prosecuting attorneys. 
II Table 21. For how many years have you been a member of the bar? I1 
1 1  Table 22. For how many years have you been a prosecuting attorney? 11 
Years 
1 to5  
6 to 10 
Years Frequency Percent 





We asked respondents several questions regarding the training they, or those in 
their courts, received regarding the repeat alcohol offender laws. Note that the laws were 
implemented in October, 1999. As shown in Table 23, about three-fourths of those who 
gave an answer and who were prosecuting attorneys during the implementation of the law 
received training before or during implementation of the law. About one-quarter, however, 
reported receiving no training. Only one respondent indicated that the PACCIPAAM did 
not offer training to them regarding the repeat offender legislative changes (Table 214). All 
respondents who answered indicated that the training they received was useful or that they 
did not know about its usefulness (Table 25). Finally, when asked about continuing 
education regarding the laws, a large majority of respondents indicated that people in their 






We asked prosecuting attorneys in Michigan several questions about how the 
repeat alcohol offender laws were implemented in their courts, how workloads changed, 
and how the laws influenced their ability to prosecute drunk driving cases. 
Prosecuting attorneys were asked how their workload was affected since the 
implementation of Michigan's repeat alcohol offender laws. As shown in Ta,ble 27, 
prosecuting attorneys were evenly split on their opinions indicating that their workload 
either increased or remained the same. Only one respondent reported a decr~ease in 
workload. The survey inquired about how prosecutions and convictions for several 
alcohol- and DWL,S/R-related offenses changed after implementation of the repeat alcohol 
offender laws. As shown in Table 28 and 29, very few respondents experienced a 
decrease in either prosecutions or convictions for any offense. For the individual offenses, 
one-half to 90 percent of respondents indicated that prosecutions and convictions 
remained the same after implementation. Overall, 80 percent of respondents reported that 
the new laws were helpful in convicting repeat alcohol offenders (Table 30). 
Table 27: How has your workload been affected since the implementation of Michigan's repeat 
alcohol driving offender legislation? A 
I I 1 
Options I Frequency I Percent 11 
Increased 






Prosecutors reported very high conviction rates (Table 31), with nearly all 
respondents reporting that 75 percent or more of drinking and driving cases result in a 
148 
conviction. Many of these cases are plead to a lower charge (Table 32). Three-fourths 
of respondents indicated that the new drunk driving laws have not resulted in an increase 
in drunk driving trials (Table 33). Nearly 90 percent of respondents reported that thrsy have 
been involved in less than 11 drinking and driving bench trials in the past six months 
(Table 34) 
Table 31. What percentage of your charged drinking and driving cases result in a conviction? ] 
I I I 1 I 
II Percent I Frequency I Percent II 
[I DO not know I 1 I ( 
) Table 32. What percent of your drinking and driving cases are resolved to a lower charge? 11 
I I I 1
Percent I Frequency I Percent 11 
Do not know 1 
Table 33. Are you having more drinking and driving trials since implementation of Michigan's 
repeat alcohol driving offender legislation? 
Number of Trials 
Yes 
No 








Respondents were asked several questions about the provision of the drunk driving 
laws that makes it illegal for an associate of a drunk person to knowingly allow the drunk 
person to drive a vehicle. As shown in Table 35, prosecutors in Michigan are charging 
very few people with this crime. More than 60 percent of respondents had not charged 
someone of this crime at all, and another nearly 40 percent had only charged this crime 
1 to 5 times in the last 6 months. Ninety percent of prosecuting attorneys indicated that 
is was "very difficult" to provide evidence of this crime to the court (Table 36). We inquired 
about what prosecuting attorneys thought was sufficient evidence of this crime. 
Interestingly, about 40 percent indicated that they did not know (Table 37). About one-half 
of attorneys reported that testimony of the associate was sufficient and about 40 percent 
indicated that testimony by the alcohol offender was sufficient. 
The new repeat alcohol offender laws, when compared to the old laws, limit many 
conditions for driver license restoration appeals, thus establishing a uniform standlard for 
all appeals. We were interested in measuring the effects of these laws from the 
perspective of the prosecuting attorneys. When asked about the change in frequency of 
requests for driver license restoration appeals in the last several years, more than one-half 
of respondents indicated that they thought the frequency had decreased (Table 38). About 
10 percent thought it had increased and 23 percent did not know. We also asked about 
the change in frequency of courts granting these requests over the same time period and 
found that about 35 percent thought the frequency had decreased, about 32 percent did 
not know, and about 5 percent thought it had increased (Table 39). Thus, this portion of 
the legislation seems to have been effective. 
Table 37. When an associate "knowingly allowed" a repeat alcohol offender to drive the 
associate's vehicle what do courts believe is sufficient evidence to prove the above? 
Frequency (Yes) Percent 
7 
Testimony by an associate 
Vehicle documents 
Don't Know 30 
Other 5 
The new repeat alcohol offender laws allow courts to request reimbursement for 
prosecution expenses from the convicted drunk driver. We asked prosecuting attorneys 
how often their jurisdiction requested reimbursement. As shown in Table 40, about one- 
half never made this request, about 30 percent always requested reimbursement, and 
about 20 percent requested reimbursement about one-half of the time. About one-third 
of respondents indicated that their court had been reimbursed for prosecution expenses 
under the new law (Table 41). 
11 Table 41. Has your jurisdiction been reimbursed for expenses of the prosecution under the 
I Frequency I Percent 
Do not know I 18 I 24.3 - 
People arrested for a second or more drunk driving violation have the metal license 
plate of the car they are driving confiscated and are issued a paper license plat:e. We 
were interested in determining how often a copy of the paper plate was passed a.long to 
the various agencies. More than 70 percent of respondents reported that they when they 
get acase file from the police department, there is always a copy of the paper plate (Table 
42). Less than four percent reported they never get a copy. Nearly 60 percent of 
respondents indicated that they, or someone else, passes along a copy of the paper plate 
to the court (Table 43), while nearly 30 percent did not know if this occurred. 
II Table 42. How often do you find a copy of the paper license plate with the VIN number in the paperwork from the police department when license plates have been confiscated for allcohol 11 
offenses? I
Frequency percent -1 
Never 3 3.9 
Half of the time 18 23.7 
Table 43. Do you (or does someone in your office) pass that copy of the paper license plate (or 
VIN number and driving record) along to the court for their file? 
Yes 
No 








We asked prosecutors a series of questions regarding new sanctions in the repeat 
drunk driving laws that were intended to separate the convicted drunk driver from his or 
her vehicle. Three-fourths of respondents reported their court uses vehicle impoundment 
or forfeiture as a sanction (Table 44). In addition, about one-half immobilize vehicles using 
either the boot or the club and nearly one-half utilize electronic tethers as a vehicle 
restriction sanction for convicted drunk drivers. Respondents were asked if courts monitor 
compliance with mandated vehicle restrictions. Nearly 30 percent of respondents did not 
know if courts monitored compliance with mandated vehicle restrictions (Table 45), while 
40 percent indicated that the courts do. 
Prosecuting attorneys were asked several questions about the use of vehicle 
immobilization as a sanction for convicted repeat drunk drivers. When asked their opinion 
about the effectiveness of vehicle immobilization in preventing repeat drunk driving, more 
than one-half did not think it was effective while another 23 percent indicated that they had 
no opinion (Table 46). Respondents had similar opinions about the effectiveness of 
vehicle immobilization to prevent offenders from driving with a suspended license (Table 
47). About three-fourths of respondents indicated that their courts order vehicle 
immobilization when it is required by law (Table 48). 
1 Table 46: In your opinion, is mandatory vehicle immobilization for second and third drinking 11 ) and driving offenders generally effective in preventing alcohol impaired driving recidivism? 
I I I 
11 I Frequency I Percent 
I 
Table 47. In your opinion, is mandatory vehicle immobilization for drinking and driving 
offenders that operate a vehicle during a period of license suspension or revocation generally 
effective in preventing offenders from driving again while their licenses are suspended or 
revoked? 





We asked prosecuting attorneys a series of questions regarding vehicle forfeiture 
as a sanction for repeat drunk drivers. When asked their opinion about the effectiveness 
of vehicle forfeiture in preventing repeat drunk driving, more than one-half did not think it 
was effective while another 24 percent indicated that they had no opinion (Table 49). 
Respondents had similar opinions about the effectiveness of vehicle forfeiture to prevent 





Table 48. In your experience, are the courts ordering vehicle immobilization sentences when it 










72-7 1 Percent 
Do not know 7 
18.2 
9.1 
about one-third of respondents had personally petitioned the court for a vehicle-forfeiture 
sanction. When asked about the number of vehicles that were forfeited in their jurisdiction 
in the past six months, more than 80 percent indicated that no vehicle had been forfeited 
(Table 52). A large majority of prosecuting attorneys (more than 80 percent) did not 
believe that vehicle forfeiture was too harsh a penalty for convicted repeat drunk drivers 
(Table 53). 
-- 
1 Table 52. In the last six months, how many vehicles were forfeited in your jurisdiction? I I I  I 
Over 5 vehicles I 3 I 5.7 11 
Number of Vehicles 
None 
1 to 5 vehicles 
The new repeat alcohol offender laws mandate that substance abuse treatment is 
required for drivers convicted of a second or more drunk driving offense. Prosecuting 
attorneys were asked a series of questions about the mandatory substance abuse 
treatment. Slightly more than one-half of respondents indicated a belief that there were 
enough substance-abuse-treatment programs available, while nearly 40 percent said that 
there were not (Table 54). An even larger percentage believed that there were enough 
substance abuse treatment programs available for those with limited economic resources 
(Table 55). Three-quarters of respondents reported that their courts monitored compliance 




Table 53. Do you consider vehicle forfeiture a penalty that is too harsh? 




your jurisdiction for persons convicted of drinking and driving offenses? 


















Improvements to Michigan's Drunk Driving Laws 
Table 55. Are there substance abuse treatment programs available to offenders with limited 
economic resources in your jurisdiction? 
As a final question, we asked prosecuting attorneys the following question: In your 
Yes 
No 
Do not know 
opinion, how could we improve the drinking and driving laws in Michigan? Results are 











Leave it alone. Recent changes provided the prosecution and courts with ample 
tools to address the problem. What is needed is funding for treatment. 
Make OUlL 2"d a felony; Raise mandatory minimum jail time to 90 days; Raise 
amount of fines; Exclusive statute for drunk drivers who are also DWLSIR. 
In the bulk of our drunk driving cases the defendant has used the car of hislher 
spouse, friend, neighbor, etc. It is very tough to prove that the spouse, friend, 
neighbor had knowledge of either defendant's suspension or intoxication (unless 
present). Put more responsibility on car owners to hold onto their car keys or be 
subject to prosecution. This would truly limit access. Strict liability with very few 
exceptions. 
Lower legal limit to .08 and allow admission of PBT [preliminary breath test]. 
Cut all the forfeiture etc. and jaillprison paid for by state for all offenses OUS, OUIL, 
OUlLll and OUILIII. 
Mandatory quality inpatient rehab and consistent quality aftercare. 
Abolish "1 within 7 or 2 within 10 years" language for repeat offenders. I prosecute 
numerous 3rd1 4'h1 5th offense drunk drivers who can only be charged as a 1'' 
offender. Three drinking and driving offenses in a lifetime should be a felony. 
Do not reduce OUIL to 2 .08 -- impaired driving carries many of the same sanctions 
and helps resolve many cases. 
Allow PBT scores in as evidence in the people's case in chief, the current law 
is Bullshit & Stupid; Lower OUIL to .08 & up. OW1 to .05 & up; Mandatory forfeiture 
of vehicle for 2nd or subsequent offenses; REPEAL Engler's Tort Reforms. Potential 
civil liability often reduces D & D as the Bar Industry is then more stringent in cutting 
off drunks who drive & kill people. 
Allow the use of serumlplasma results without having to use a conversion formula. 
Amend the minor consuming alcohol statute to allow use of PBT to establish 
"consumption.'' 
Standard .08 law - remove distinctions between OUlL & Owl; Institute standard 
field sobriety tests for police agencies and officers; Implement better systems for 
forfeiture - that don't rely on individual counties to come up with a system. 
Delete suspensions, revocation & implement mandatory minimum equal to 1/2 of 
max for 2" & 3rd offenders. Stop DOC 3 strike rule before probation is viola1,ed. No 
discretion with district & circuit court probation to issue violation or not. Stop jiudicial 
discretion in PV [probation violation] sentence. It should be a statutory 1 strike & 
your out PV with balance of statutory maximum (2" 6) sewed. All probation terms 
(years) should [be] the max by law. 
Leave the laws in place. No major changes are needed. 
Lower the BAC to .08%! 
Forget forfeiture. Most repeat offenders are driving Junker (low value) cars; Jail time 
for OUIL 3rd has been substantially reduced -from one year to mandatory 30 days. 
OUIL 3rd offenders now do about 60 days; We win almost all of the cases that go 
to trial. We have ~ o o d  community support. Be careful what you ask for -. more 
extreme penalties may cost us community support. 
Change Prosecution cost to be ordered as and not m. Especially for repeat 
offenders; Paper plates seem to be an administrative hassle and can be easily 
done wrong. This issue should be revisited. I would think that Secretary Records 
(SOS) do not match the actual plates seized. 
Increase fines. Money toward mobile data masters, police continuing education and 
immobilization programs. 
Repeal mandatory minimum jail; Eliminate impaired driving; Adopt .08 limit; Repeal 
vehicle forfeiture as unworkable. 
Lower the Impaired Driving presumption threshold to ,06 and create a UBAC 
equivalent for lmpaired Driving, thereby eliminating the requirement of proving 
noticeable lessening of driving ability. 
A stiffer penalty for OUIUUBAC than impaired. Right now the difference is so slight 
it is almost meaningless. 
Michigan should lower the statutory presumption for OUlL from .1 0 to .08 as many 
other states have done. I believe doing so would decrease the number of trials as 
defendants who have a . I0  or above won't have the incentive to try the case, i.e. 
they hope the jury won't follow the law and convict on a lesser. Eliminating the 
OUIUOWI distinction would also make the charge easier for juries to understand. 
The greatest deterrent is confinementJjail-- so if every conviction required a 
minimum jail sentence, public may think twice before getting behind wheel. Problem 
to mandatory minimum confinement is that would increase number of trials and 
challenges to evidence. Right now, if blood test is utilized- must be done by MSP 
[Michigan State Police] Crime Lab- and then getting those lab people to trial is 
extremely difficult, requiring adjournments. Defense knows this and courts [must] 
like to adjourn repeatedly- so until more lab people, have difficulty getting some 
cases to trial- 
Make PBT results generally admissible. 
Add BAC based on serum blood alcohol levels to the list of variables. Too 
expensive to bring in an expert to do the conversion and most hospital 
phlebotomists and technicians are not qualified. 
Simplify them. 
Put teeth back into Felony prosecutions by mandating the one year minimum prison 
term. Presently, hardly any 3rd offenders go to prison. Indeed, most spend less than 
6 months in jail. It is a toothless law. 
Make OUlL 3rd a 5 year Felony. Make the sentencing guidelines harsher. 
Make OUIUper/se/OW I(1)a two-year offense. 
Mandate reimbursement of prosecutor! 
For any defendant with more than one alcohol related driving convictiorl, for a 
period of one year they can only operate a vehicle equipped with a fur~ctional 
ignition interlock device. Make penalties for violating that requirement very harsh 
and do away with drivers license restrictions altogether. DWLS arrests often made 
with defendant returning from grocery store, picking up kids from school, etc.; 
which, if no other violation, is Bullshit. Very small town. Officers know, on sight, 
whose suspended. Small town DWLS driver punished when bigger city DWLS 
driver probably not even stopped, 
More intensive treatment for offenders. 
In [name] County, it's not that we need to change the law, we need to change the 
sentencing attitudes of the [number] Circuit Bench. It's my experience that !30% of 
convictions for OUlL 3rd in [name] County, the sentence is probation arid 30 days 
county jail and all too often work release. Unfortunately, because there is far too 
much rape, robbery, and murder in [name] County, OUlL 3rd is considered by the 
[number] Circuit Bench to be a minor offense. 
I do not deal with OUIL's and OUlL 2" (misdemeanors) in District Court so I can't 
comment. 
For felonies maybe if the language of the statute were changed to "1-5 years 
MDOC, or upon the court finding substantial and com~elling reasons, probation 30 
day county jail 48 hour consecutive. . . . 
Much stiffer 2" and 3rd offense penalties; Ignition cutout devices - mandatory use; 
Forfeiture - mandatory use for 2" and subsequent offenses. 
Quit tinkering with them all the time; Give us a standard level of intoxicatiton for 
OUlD cases and laboratory technology that can prove such a threshold. 
Law is working well as is. 
Eliminate OUlUOWl distinction; lower BAC to .08. Provide for good faith exception 
to blood draw search warrants (the use of a "form" SW affidavit by police leads to 
problems when NOT filled in accurately). Change CJI 2" instructions by indicating: 
-poor/bad driving need not be shown or is not required. MCL 257.625a(6)(c) rieeds 
to be reworded with regard to the concept of '(delegation." Currently different 
attorneys argue that an express delegation from a specific doctor is required- some 
judges buy the argument. Delegation should merely encompass that a blood draw 
can be conducted by any hospital employee qualified to draw blood- acting in 
medical environment. 
Provide for introduction of driving record at prelim on OUlL 3rds (probably not 
necessary elsewhere, but still required by our District Judge); Eliminate hardship 
review of license suspensions and revocations in circuit court- assign function to 
SOS and permit review of records only in circuit court; Allow "drunken operating" 
of any vehicle or conveyance to count as prior for habitual offender purpose- 1 
OUIL, + 1 OUlL Boat, + 1 OUlL ORV, could then be a felony. 
Expand presumptions for .I 0 and .08 so that they are applicable to blood alcohol 
evidence derived from search warrants. Presently, these presumptions apply only 
to BAC results discovered via the implied consent statute; Eliminate loophole that 
allows the drunk driver to avoid mandatory revocation if he can have his case 
adjourned beyond 7 years of his prior conviction. As of now, the mandatory 
revocation applies only if the new conviction is within 7 years of the prior and not 
if the new OUlL offense occurred within 7 years of the prior conviction. Therefore, 
a defendant can avoid mandatory revocation if he can delay conviction until after 
the 7 year period has lapsed. 
Since driving is a privilege, not a right, the driving sanction for refusing a PBT or 
chemical test should be more severe. Conversely, the evidentiary burdens on 
prosecution should be lightened. The cases are not reasonable in construing 
defendant's "reasonable" request for an independent test. See P, v. Prelesnik, 21 9 
MA 176 (1 996) where 3 hours 45 minute was not untimely and P. v. Castle, 108 MA 
353 (1 981). P. v. Skoan, 450 M 160 (1 995) places too heavy a burden when the 
defendant refuses to be tested and police must get a search warrant. Defendants 
should not benefit from their refusals. Finally, the remedy of dismissal is too harsh 
for interference with independent tests. An adverse instruction would be more 
appropriate. 
Either make clear or eliminate the administrative rules for Datamaster and PBT 
testing, it leaves too many loop holes for A [defense] attorneys; Do not lower limit 
to .08-- this will only increase the confusion and eliminate the ability to resolve some 
cases with an impaired conviction; Uniform the sobriety tests used by police officers 
so that everyone does it the same way. 

3. Discussion and Conclusions 
This report documents the methods, results, and conclusions of a three-year project 
designed to evaluate the effects of Michigan's repeat alcoh~l offender laws. Among the 
numerous effects that could have been evaluated, UMTRI, in collaboration with DOS and 
OHSP, selected 14 research objectives for this study. These objectives ranged from 
determining the effect of the laws on crashes, to examining the extent to which sanctions 
are issued, to evaluating how the laws affected drunk driving and DWLS recidivism. 
One intent of Michigan's repeat alcohol offender laws was to increase the 
effectiveness of the DWLS sanction. If the sanctions were effective, we would expect 
there to be fewer crashes and injuries involving drivers currently under 
suspensionlrevocation. Therefore, one objective considered the effect of the laws on 
crashes and crash-related injuries and fatalities, involving drivers under license 
suspensionlrevocation. Through analysis of DOS MDR and Michigan Vehicle Crash 
datasets, we found about a 30 percent decrease in the rate of crashes involving drivers 
currently under suspensionlrevocation. This decrease in crashes resulted in about a 37 
percent decrease in injury rates and a 13 percent decrease in fatality rates from crashes 
involving drivers currently under suspensionlrevocation. Thus, it appears that Michigan's 
repeat alcohol offender laws have been effective in reducing crashes caused by people 
driving on a suspended or revoked license. 
Another intent of Michigan's repeat alcohol offender laws was to reduce the number 
of crashes involving drunk driving recidivists. One of the objectives was to determine the 
amount of change from prelaw levels in the rates of crashes, and crash-related injuries and 
fatalities, involving first-time alcohol offenders and repeat alcohol offenders. Because the 
laws specifically target repeat alcohol offenders, we would expect the laws to have a 
greater effect on repeat than on first-time offenders. Analysis of DOS MDR and Michigan 
Vehicle Crash data revealed several interesting findings. First, we found that there was 
about a 39 percent decrease in crashes involving people with two or more previous 
alcohol-related convictions while there was only a one percent decrease in crashes 
involving people with one previous alcohol-related conviction. The analysis of injuries 
revealed more than a 40 percent postlaw decrease in injuries resulting from crashes 
involving drivers with two-or-more previous alcohol-related convictions, compared to a 15 
percent decrease found for injuries resulting from crashes involving drivers with only one 
previous alcohol-related injury. Finally, the numbers of fatal injuries from crashes involving 
drivers in either group were too small for meaningful analysis. It appears that Michigan's 
repeat alcohol offender laws have been effective in reducing the number of crashes, and 
crash-related injuries, involving repeat drunk drivers. 
The laws were also designed to reduce the incidence of drunk driving and DINLSIR 
recidivism. We examined this issue through analysis of DOS MDR data for drunk driving 
and DWLS separately. Note that under Michigan law, a repeat alcohol offender is defined 
as two or more alcohol convictions within 7 years (two-plus offenders) or three or more 
alcohol convictions within 10 years (three-plus offenders). We found that for the five year 
period we examined (1997-2001) the numbers of all alcohol, two-plus, and three-plus 
offenders generally decreased each year. Comparison between the prelaw and postlaw 
years showed that the number of two-plus offenders decreased by about 5 percent, and 
the number of three-plus offenders decreased by about 18 percent (a total decrease of 
about 10 percent for all repeat alcohol offenders), while there was only a 2,4 percent 
decrease in the total number of alcohol offenders. These results suggest that Michigan's 
repeat alcohol offender laws have been effective in reducing drunk driving recidivism. We 
also examined DWLSIR recidivism which is defined as three or more convictions for 
driving on a suspended or revoked license (DWLSIR) within seven years. Anislyses 
showed large decreases in the total number of DWLSIR convictions for each year studied. 
The numbers of repeat DWLS/R offenders, however, increased up to 1999 anti then 
decreased. Comparison between pre and postlaw years revealed about a 14 percent 
decrease in the number of DWLSIR offenders for the postlaw years while repeat DWLSIR 
offenders increased by 2 percent. Thus, the laws did not seem to have the intended effect 
of reducing DWLSIR recidivism. 
The repeat-alcohol offender laws included provisions for four new sanctions: vehicle 
immobilization, license plate confiscation, ignition interlock, and substance abuse 
treatment. We were interested in determining the extent to which these sanctions were 
being applied. Examination of the DOS MDR and the Repeat Offender data sets revealed 
that these sanctions were applied quite infrequently for both alcohol-related and DWLSIR- 
related convictions. The study showed that vehicle immobilization was utilized in only 
about 6 percent of eligible cases (6.7 percent for alcohol-related and 3.9 percent for 
DWLSIR-related cases). License plate confiscation, where the police officer physically 
removes the metal license plate and issues a temporary paper plate, occurred in slightly 
less than one-half of the cases for alcohol-related arrests and in only about 15 percent of 
DWLSIR eligible cases (a total of about 30 percent of eligible cases). Only data on actual 
ignition interlock installation, rather than data on the ordering of interlocks, was available. 
No records are kept for substance abuse treatment programs. Therefore, the ordering of 
these sanctions for eligible persons could not be investigated. 
Several objectives were designed to determine the effects of these various 
sanctions on drunk driving recidivism. Overall, the study found that recidivism rates for 
people receiving the various sanctions (individually or in combination) were very small, 
ranging from zero to about 6 percent. All sanction combinations that included ignition 
interlocks had the lowest drunk driving recidivism rates, while people with sanctions 
involving only driver license suspensionlrevocation had the highest rates of recidivism. 
Based upon these results, Michigan should redouble its efforts to increase the frequency 
with which ignition interlocks are ordered for eligible convicted drunk drivers. 
An important component of Michigan's repeat alcohol offender laws was to include 
all alcohol convictions, regardless of the severity, in determining who was a repeat alcohol 
offender. (Note that only one Zero Tol conviction counts toward repeat offender status.) 
Thus, the common approach of defense attorneys to plea serious drunk driving charges 
down to less serious charges in order to avoid more serious sanctioning, would not be 
effective in many cases in avoiding repeat alcohol offender status and the sentencing 
guidelines which accompany this status. The study investigated the frequency with which 
lesser charges were utilized for drunk driving arrests, by examining the DOS MDR data 
sets to determine the differences between original charges and convicted charges. The 
study found that of the 122,699 cases with a drunk-driving-related original or colnvicted 
charge, about 41 percent were convicted on the same charge. Of those that were 
convicted on a different charge, nearly all were convicted of a different drunk-'driving- 
related offense. In only 2.7 percent of cases, was the convicted offense a. non-drunk 
driving offense when the original charge was drunk driving related. Thus, in nearly all 
cases, the plea arrangement did not alter the repeat offender status. 
Michigan's new repeat offender laws also allowed for the forfeiture of vehicles in 
certain repeat drunk driving cases. Because of limitations in the data available, we could 
only analyze this sanction for vehicles registered in Michigan for non-commercial driver 
licenses between June 1,1999 and January 31,2002. During this time period, there were 
21 5 vehicles forfeited. About 90 percent were for repeat drunk driving convictions flor men 
and about 60 percent were for people between the ages of 21 and 40. 
The new laws also allow the DOS to deny requests for vehicle registration made by 
people with three or more alcohol convictions or four or more DWLSIR convictions within 
the last ten years. Utilizing the Repeat Offender Dataset maintained by the DOS, the 
study found a total of 133,591 registration denials between October 1999 and January 
2002. As of the end of January 2002, the study found: about 92 percent of denial:; were 
still active; about 80 percent were for drunk driving recidivism; about 90 percent were for 
males; and about one-half were for people between 21 and 40 years of age (the other half 
were for people 41 to 64 years of age). Thus, registration denial was a commonly applied 
sanction in Michigan and the frequencies match the demographics of drunk drivers in 
Michigan. 
The Michigan repeat-alcohol offender laws included the creation of four new ,felony 
crimes: DWLS/R causing serious injury (DWLSIR-Injury); DWLSIR causing a death 
(DWLSIR-Death); OUlUOWl child endangerment; and three-or-more alcohol-related 
convictions in the last 10 years. Our analysis found that between October 1, 1999 and 
December 31,2001 there were a total of 1 1 DWLSIR-injury; 7 DWLS/R-death case!;; 546 
child endangerment cases; and 1 7,652 three-or-more-alcohol-conviction cases. In order 
to determine how courts were handling these cases, we conducted case studies of all 
DWLS cases and random samples of child endangerment and 3-or-more cases. These 
case studies revealed a wide range of demographics, circumstances, and sanctioning for 
felony drunk driving and DWLSIR cases in Michigan. 
Prosecuting attorneys play an important role in combating drunk driving. The 
effectiveness of a traffic safety law is dependent, in part, on how easily people arrested 
for violating the law can be prosecuted. This study sought to determine the experiences 
and opinions of Michigan prosecuting and assistant prosecuting attorneys regarding 
Michigan's new repeat alcohol offender laws through a written survey. The study found 
that a vast majority of prosecuting attorneys received training on the new laws and most 
found the training to be useful. About one-half indicated that the new laws have increased 
their workload. Eighty percent of prosecuting attorneys indicated that the new felony 
crimes created by the laws have been helpful in convicting repeat drunk driving offenders. 
Prosecutors reported very high conviction rates, with nearly all reporting that 75 to 100 
percent of their drunk driving cases result in a conviction. 
A series of questions were asked of the prosecuting attorneys about the provision 
of the law that makes it illegal for an associate of a drunk person to knowingly allow the 
drunk person to drive the associate's vehicle. Very few attorneys had charged people with 
this crime-about 60 percent of attorneys reported that they had not charged a person with 
this crime in the past 6 months. The infrequency of this charge may be due to the fact that 
prosecuting attorneys find it difficult to prosecute these cases. About 90 percent indicated 
that it was "very difficult" to provide the court with evidence of this crime. 
The new laws, when compared to the old laws, limit many conditions for driver 
license restoration appeals, making it more difficult for a successful appeal. About one- 
half of the responding attorneys indicated that the frequency of these requests had 
decreased since the new laws were implemented. About 30 percent indicated that the 
frequency with which courts grant these requests had also decreased. These decreases 
indicate the effectiveness of this portion of the new legislation. 
The new laws allow courts to request reimbursement for prosecuting expenses. We 
found that about two-thirds of the attorney respondents indicated that their courts  request 
reimbursement at least some of the time. Only about 30 percent are actually reimbursed. 
The survey of attorneys also included several questions about the new sanctions 
for repeat drunk drivers. The study found that courts are using a variety of methods for 
vehicle immobilization, including the boot, the club, and electronic tethers. About two- 
thirds of courts monitor compliance with vehicle immobilization orders. About one-half of 
prosecuting attorneys thought that vehicle immobilization was not an effective sanction for 
preventing alcohol impaired driving or DWLSlR recidivism. A vast majority of respondents 
indicated that their courts order vehicle immobilization when required. Similar resul-ts were 
found for vehicle forfeiture. In addition, only 10 percent of respondents felt that forefeiture 
was too harsh a penalty for repeat drunk driving. Slightly more than one-half of 
respondents felt that there were enough substance abuse treatment programs available, 
particularly for those with limited economic resources. About three-fourths of prosecuting 
attorneys felt that their courts monitored compliance with substance abuse treatment 
programs. 
In summary, this evaluation has shown that Michigan's repeat alcohol offender laws 
are generally being implemented as intended, except that many of the new sanctions are 
not being utilized. The laws have been successful in reducing drunk driving recidivism but 
not DWLSIR recidivism. The laws have also been successful in reducing crashes caused 
by drunk driving and DWLSIR recidivists. Future programs and legislation should focus 
on ways to increase the use of vehicle immobilization, vehicle forfeiture, and ignition 
interlocks for drunk driving and DWLSIR recidivism. 
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Case Study Request Letter 
University of Michigan 
Transportation Research Institute 
2901 Baxter Road * Ann Arbor, Michigan 481 09-21 50 * www.umtri.umichi.edu 
July 16, 2002 
Subject: Participation in Michigan's Repeat Alcohol Offender Legislation Evaluation Study 
Dear Judges, Court Administrators, and Staff: 
In October 1998, the Michigan Legislature passed, and the Governor signed, several new laws 
with the purpose of reducing the number of tragedies caused by drunk drivers. The legislation 
was designed specifically to be tougher on repeat alcohol-convicted drivers, and drivers who 
are driving while their licenses are suspended, revoked, or denied. The majority of the 
legislation became effective October 1, 1999. Within the language of the new laws was 
included a mandate for an evaluation of the impact of these new laws, which The University of 
Michigan Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI) is presently conducting. A portion of our 
study includes detailed court case studies to better understand the impact of the laws 
(especially the new felonies created by these laws) and to determine how these special cases 
are handled and disposed by your court. In order to complete the case studies we will need 
detailed case information that only you can provide to us. We are writing to ask you fc~r your 
help in conducting this important project. 
Included below is a list of case(s) from your court that have been selected for case study. We 
are asking for you to provide us with the complete court records regarding this (or these) 
case(s), including court transcripts, police reports, crash reports (UD-lo), copies of citations, 
case summary files, criminal history, toxicology reports, sentencing, preliminary examinations, 
motions, andlor any other information that would be useful for us to understand and classify 
how your court handled and disposed the case. 
[names inserted here] 
We understand the sensitivity of this information and the need for protecting its privacy. We 
are required by the University of Michigan Institutional Review Board (IRB) to implement strict 
measure to ensure the privacy of research data. The records you provide will be usecl only for 
research purposes, will be viewed only by my research staff, and no data will be reported or 
published with names or other identifying information attached. My entire research staff has 
been trained and certified for compliance with IRB policies and procedures. 
Page Two July 16, 2002 
We will contact you in the near future regarding providing us with information from these cases 
at your earliest convenience. Please send the information to: 
Univ, of MI Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI) 
Social & Behavioral Analysis Division 
Helen Spradlin, Research Asst. 
2901 Baxter Road 
Ann Arbor, MI 481 09-2 1 50 
Should you have any questions or concerns, or if there is some way in which we can assist 
you with compiling this specific case information, please call [names, phone numbers, and 
email addresses]. 
Sincerely, 
David W. Eby, Ph.D. 
Project Director, Sr. Associate Research Scientist 
Social & Behavioral Analysis Division 
Appendix B: 
Prosecuting Attorney Survey 
Prosecuting Attorney Survey 
Evaluation of Michigan's Repeat Alcohol Offender Legislation 
June, 2002 
Please return this survey by 7/5/02 
Principal Investigator: David W. Eby 
Contact Telephone Number: 7341763-2466 
Sponsors: Michigan Office of Highway Safety Planning 
Michigan Department of State 
University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute 
Evaluation of Michigan Repeat Alcohol Offender Legislation 
In October 1998, the Michigan Legislature passed, and the Governor signed, several new 
laws with the purpose of reducing the number of tragedies caused by recidivist alcohol- 
convicted drivers. The legislation was designed to be tougher on repeat alcohol-convicted 
drivers, and drivers who are driving while their licenses are suspended, revoked, or denied. 
The majority of the legislation became effective October 1, 1999. Within the language of 
the new laws was included a mandate for an evaluation of the impact of these new laws, 
which The University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI) is presently 
conducting. This survey is part of the evaluation, and was designed to help determine the 
perceptions and knowledge of prosecuting attorneys charged with implementing changes 
with respect to the new laws, their implementation, and the extent to which the laws serve 
their deterrent and rehabilitative functions. 
The role of the prosecuting attorney is an important link in making these new laws 
effective. This statewide survey is being conducted to better understand the impact of the 
new laws and to help understand how the laws are working from the prosecuting attorney's 
point of view. With this survey, we are attempting to gain insight into the prosecuting 
attorney's personal point of view. We are interested in assessing your perspective on 
these laws and how they are working. We encourage you to answer questions based on 
your own perception and opinions. We would appreciate your cooperation in corr~pleting 
and returning this survey. 
Please mark your answers directly on this survey. When you have completed the !survey, 
please fold it and mail it to: UMTRI-SBA, Dr. David W. Eby, 2901 Baxter Rd., Ann Arbor, 
MI 481 09-2150. 
In an effort to shorten and simplify this survey, the following abbreviations will be used: 
Unlawful Bodily Alcohol Content 
Operated Under the lnfluence of Liquor 
Operated Under the lnfluence of a Controlled Substance 
Operated While lmpaired 
Combined Operated Under the lnfluence of Liquor and 
Unlawful Bodily Alcohol Content 
Driving While License Suspended, Revoked, or Denied 
Operating Under the lnfluence of Liquor and/or 
Operated While lmpaired Causing Death 
Operating Under the Influence of Liquor and/or 
Operated While lmpaired Causing Serious Injury 
Knowingly Allowing Another to Operate While 
DWLS Causing Serious Injury 
Knowingly Allowing Another to Operate While 









This survey will be provided to each county in Michigan. The name of the individual(s) 
completing the survey are not requested, and no identifying information regarding the 
county which returns the survey will be released. All information collected will remain 
confidential except as required by federal, state, or local law. All participation is voluntary 
and you can refuse to answer any question by leaving it blank. Questions that make you 
feel uncomfortable may be skipped. Your decision to answer and return this survey by mail 
is an appropriate and sufficient expression of free consent. You may withdraw from 
participation at any time without affect to you. This survey should take approximately 15 
minutes to complete. 
For more information or specific questions about this study or survey, you may contact: 
Dr. David Eby 
University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute 
2901 Baxter Road 
Ann Arbor, MI 481 09-21 50 
Phone: (734) 763-2466 
FAX: (734) 936-1 076 
e-mail: eby@ umich.edu 
If there are concerns or questions pertinent to your rights as a participant in research, you 
may contact: 
The University of Michigan Human Subjects Protection Office 
1042 Fleming Building 
503 Thompson Street 
Ann Arbor, MI 481 04-1 342 
Phone: (734) 936-0933 
FAX : (734) 647-9084 
e-mail: IRB-Behavsci-Health @ umich.edu 
Web Page: http://www.lRB.research,umich.edu/lRB~Behavioral/IRB~Behavioral. html 
1. How has your workload been affected since the implementation of Michigan'!; repeat 
alcohol driving offender legislation? 
1. lncreased 
b. Decreased 
c. Remained the same 
Please indicate how drinking and driving prosecutionsand convictions have changed 
in your jurisdiction since implementation of Michigan's repeat alcohol driving offender 
legislation for the following (please circle the best answer): 
Prosecutions Convictions 
UBAC Increased Decreased Same Increased Decreased Same 
OUlL Increased Decreased Same Increased Decreased Same 
OUlD Increased Decreased Same Increased Decreased Same 
OW I Increased Decreased Same Increased Decreased Same 
OUlL & UBAC increased Decreased Same Increased Decreased Same 
DWLS Increased Decreased Same Increased Decreased Same 
3. Please indicate how drinking and driving prosecutions and convictions have changed 
in your jurisdiction since implementation of Michigan's repeat alcohol driving offender 
legislation for the following (please circle the best answer): 
Prosecutions Convictions 
DWLSIlnjury Increased Decreased Same Increased Decreased Same 
DWLSIDeath Increased Decreased Same Increased Decreased Same 
Allowing DWLSIlnjury Increased Decreased Same Increased Decreased Same 
Allowing DWLSIDeath Increased Decreased Same Increased Decre'ased Same 
Any Combination of Three 
Prior Alcohol or Drug Offenses Increased Decreased Same Increased Decreased Same 
4. In your experience, have the new felony crimes been helpful in convicting irepeat 
alcohol driving offenders? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't Know 
5. About what percentage of your charged drinking and driving cases result in a 
conviction? 
1. 0 to 24 percent 
2. 25 to 49 percent 
3. 50 to 74 percent 
4. 75 to 100 percent 
5. Don't Know 
6. About what percent of your drinking and driving cases are resolved to a lower 
charge? 
1. 0 to 24 percent 
2. 25 to 49 percent 
3. 50 to 74 percent 
4. 75 to 100 percent 
5. Don't Know 
7. Are you having more drinking and driving trials since implementation of Michigan's 
repeat alcohol driving offender legislation? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't Know 
8. How many drinking and driving Bench trials have you been involved in during the 
last six months? 
1. Less than 10 
2. Between 10 and 24 
3. Between 25 and 54 
4. Between 55 and 74 
5. More than 75 
9. If you were a prosecuting attorney in October, 1999, when was training regarding 
changes in Michigan's repeat alcohol driving offender provided to you (select all that 
apply)? 
1. Prior to implementation of the legislation (October, 1999) 
2. About the time of implementation (in October, 1999) 
3. Between October, 1999 and March, 2000 
4. Since March, 2000 
5. No training was provided 
6. 1 was not a prosecuting attorney during that time 
10. Did PACCIPAAM (Prosecuting Attorneys Coordinating CouncilIProsecuting Attorneys 
Association of Michigan) offer you training regarding changes in Michigan's repeat 
alcohol driving offender legislation? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't Know 
4. I was not a prosecuting attorney during that time 
11. If you were a prosecuting attorney in October, 1999, was training regarding changes 
in Michigan's repeat alcohol driving offender legislation useful? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't Know 
4. 1 was not a prosecuting attorney during that time 
12. Have people in your office participated in continuing education training regarding 
Michigan's repeat alcohol legislation in the past year? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't know 
13. Please check any or all of the following vehicle restrictions that your courts art? using 
as drinking and driving sanctions: 
1. The boot 
2. Electronic tether 
3. Vehicle impoundment 
4. Other (please list): 
14. In your opinion, is mandatory vehicle immobilization for second and third drinki~ig and 
driving offenders generally effective in preventing alcohol impaired driving recidivism? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. No Opinion 
15. In your opinion, is mandatory vehicle immobilization for drinking and driving offenders 
that operate a vehicle during a period of license suspension or revocation generally 
effective in preventing offenders from driving again while their licenses are 
suspended or revoked? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. No Opinion 
16. In your opinion, is vehicle forfeiture for second and third drinking and driving 
offenders generally effective in preventing alcohol impaired driving recidivism? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. No Opinion 
17. In your opinion, is vehicle forfeiture for drinking and driving offenders that operate a 
vehicle during a period of license suspension or revocation generally effective in 




3. No Opinion 
Note for questions 18 and 79: An associate of an offender is defined as a relative, friend, 
co-worker, spouse, or boyfriend/girlfriend. 
18. In the past six months, how many people have you charged for knowingly giving their 
vehicle to a drunk associate? 
1, None 
2. 1 to 5 cases 
3. 6 to 1 0 cases 
4. 11 to 20 cases 
5. 21 or more cases 
19. How difficult is it to provide the court with evidence that an associate "knowingly 
allowed" a repeat alcohol offender to drive the associate's vehicle while the offender 
was impaired? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not Difficult Neutral Very Difficult 
20. With regard to question 19, what do courts believe is sufficient evidence? 
1. Master Driving Record 
2. Testimony by an associate 
3. Testimony by an offender 
4. Vehicle documents 
5. Don't Know 
6. Other - please list: 
21. Have you petitioned the court to forfeit a vehicle? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
22. In the last six months, how many vehicles were forfeited in your jurisdiction'? 
23. Do you consider vehicle forfeiture a penalty that is too harsh? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't Know 
24. In your experience, are the courts ordering vehicle immobilization sentences when 
it is required by law? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't Know 
25. In your experience, do the courts monitor compliance with vehicle restrictions when 
they have mandated them? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't Know 
26. How often do you find a copy of the paper plate with the VIN number in the 
paperwork from the police department when license plates have been confiscated for 
alcohol offenses? 
Never Half of the time All of the time 
27. Do you (or does someone in your office) pass that copy of the paper license plate (or 
VIN number and driving record) along to the court for their file? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't Know 
28. In your opinion, are there enough substance abuse treatment programs available in 
your jurisdiction for persons convicted of drinking and driving offenses? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't Know 
4. Does Not Apply 
29. Are there substance abuse treatment programs available to offenders with limited 
economic resources in your jurisdiction? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't Know 
30. In your experience, is the court monitoring compliance with or completion of court 
mandated substance abuse treatment? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't Know 
31. How often is your jurisdiction requesting reimbursement for prosecution expenses? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Never Half of the time All of the time 




3. Don't Know 
33. In your opinion, how has the frequency of requests to circuit courts for driver license 
restoration appeals changed in the last threelfour years? 
1. Increased 
2. Decreased 
3. Remained the same 
4. Don't Know 
34. In your opinion, how has the frequency of granting requests by circuit courts for driver 
license restoration appeals changed in the last threetfour years? 
1. Increased 
2. Decreased 
3. Remained the same 
4. Don't Know 
35. For how many years have you been a member of the bar? years 
36. For how many years have you been a prosecuting attorney (elected or assistant, or 
any combination thereof)? years 
37. What county is your jurisdiction? 
38. In your opinion, how could we improve the drinking and driving laws in Michigan? 
Thank you for completing the survey. Please fold the survey and return it in the self- 
addressed, stamped envelope provided. If the envelope is missing, please send the 
completed survey to: UMTRI-SBA, Dr. David W. Eby, 2901 Baxter Rd., Ann Arbor, MI 
481 09-21 50. 

